SOME SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
OF THE LAWA (N.W.-THAILAND)
Part I*
by

H.E. Kauffmann

This is a report on ethnographic material brought back from three
visits to the Umphai group of villages and the first anthropological
survey of the northern Lawa .

A.

Introductory remarks
1.

Itineraries

In the following detailed dates, the Sg3-Karen villages where we
had to stay overnight are given in brackets. B. before village names is
Thai: ban (unl) = village.
All starts were taken from B.B'5 Luang where we stayed in the
house of the headmaster Khun Khrii Suchat Tinnalag (~rur1;. J!'lfl~ nuuimau)
who also was on the second and third tours , a very reliable organiser and
highly qualified interpreter.
3.2.-12.2.1962: This first tour was led by Nai Kritsada
Premanon (u1v fll)~>Jl lUllJluuri') , who was very helpful at filming, at that time
one of my main occupations. The ethnographic aims were to find and
study the thread-square (or thread-cross, cf. section on death-rites) in its
context, megalithic aspects and to gain a general impression of the La wa
and their culture. All six villages of the Umphai group were visited.
1)

The route: (Karen workers' camp at the t-runkroad bridge then
under construction near B. Mae Rid, u. u~) >J )- one night in the jungle(B.Mre Aeb, u.u~uvu)-B.Yreg, u.lwfl , of the Umphai group; and back :
(B.Mre Tho Luang, u.u~ 1 11111m) -B.K5ng L5i, u.flllHitJv.
2) 4.2.-14.2.1964: From km 58 (2 km west of K5ng L3i)-(B.Mre
Tho Luang) -one night in a fieldhut at the foot of Umphai hill-B.Yreg.
Again visit of the six villages; notes on the thread-square rectified and
amplified; studies of art, ritual houses, sacrificial and memorial posts;
assisted at death ceremonies.

* Part I will be followed by another one or two parts.
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TABLE 1
Itinerary of our tour to the northern Lawa,

28.12.1968-18.1.1969

28. 12.68
29.12.
30.12.
31.12.
1.1.69
2.1.
3.1.
4.1.
5.1.
6.1.
7.1.
8.1.
9.1.
10. 1.
11.1.
12.1.

B.Yieg (Umphai)-B.Tun 9.30-14.00 = 4t hours .f. rest 1 h.
Stay in B.Tun
B.Tun-B.Sam 9.30-18.00 = 8t hours .f. rest It h.
Stay in B.Sam
B.Sam-(B.Mie Hie Nuea, Sg5-Karen) 10.00-14 . 30 = 4 ~ hours
.f. rest t h.
(B.Mre Hre Nuea)-B.Mued L5ng 10.00-14.00 = 4 hours .f.
rest ~ h.
B.Milld L5ng-B.G:>g N5'i 10.30-18.00 = 7t hours .f. rest ~ h.
(porters on shortcut 5 hours)
B.G:>g N5i-B.H:>' 11.30-17.00 = 5 ~ hours .f. rest 1 h.
(porters on shortcut 4 ~ hours)
Stay in B.H:>'
B.H:>' -B.Kh5ng 11.00-16.30 = 5 ~ hours .f. rest 1 h.
(porters on shortcut 2 ~ hours)
B.Kh3ng-B.G:>g Luang 10.00-18.00 = 8 hours .f. rest ~ h.
Stay in B.G:>g Luang
B.G:>g Luang-B.Pae' 10.00-16.00 = 6 hours .f. rest ~- h.
Stay in B.Pae'
B.Pae'-(B.Mie Hre Tai, Sg5-Karen) 12.00-16.00 = 4 hours .f.
rest ~ h.
(B.Mie Hie Tai)-(Lunch-break at B.H5 Thikhi, Sg5 Karen}
10.30-13.00 = 2-t hours .f. rest ~ h. (B.H5Thikhi) - B.La'ang
Nuea 15.00-16.00 = 1 hour

13.1.
14.1.
15.1.
16.1.

B.La'ang Nuea-B.La'ang Ta i 10.00-13.30 = 3t hours .f.rest ~ h.
B.La'ang Tai-B.Dong 9.00-13.15 = 4-!- hours .f. rest I t h.
B.Dong-B.La'ub 12.00-15.00 = 3 hours
B.La'ub- (B.G3ng Pre, Sg3Karen) I0.00-15.00 = 5hours.f. rest
1 ~· h.

17.1.

(B.G3ngPre)-(B.Basa' ta', PwoKaren?) 10.15-16.00 = 5i hours
.f.rest1 t h.
(B.Basa' ta') - B.Mielan3i !0.00-11.40 = Ii hours.

18.1.

total 84:f hours

.f. rest 12 hours
net hours of march 72:f hours
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Way back: (B.Huai Hagmai Tai, u .H'1tH1ni~1 ~ )-B.La'ub, u.n:vu--B.Pa
Pae, u.JllliJ- trunkroad east of Maesariang.
'
3) 23.12.1968-18.1.1969: K3ng L3i-(B.Mre Tho Luang)-B.Yreg.
More on social and religious items.
On 28.12.68. departure from our quarters in the ritual house of
B. Yreg to the north, passing through B.Changm3 Man 3d and B.Changm3
N5i. The day by day itinerary of the tour to the Northern Law a is detailed
on Table 1.
In B.Tun, B.Sam, B.H:)', B.G:)g Luang and B.Pae' we stayed two
nights, in all other places only one night. Though we concentrated our
inquiries on a few themes -leading personalities, ritual house and
sacrificial posts, ancestor spirits, death-rites, handicrafts and art- shortness of time made it impossible, as will be understood, to draw a complete
and conclusive picture in every respect. Often enough our queries stayed
unanswered for our informants' lack of knowledge or for their reluctance
to reveal what they thought better kept secret. Furthermore from B.Tiin
to B.Mied L3ng, Khun Suchat's health was slightly impaired (a fact
which is reflected in defective information from these villages).
2.

Karen intrusion

I have given the above itinerar ies purposely to show that nowadays
it is practically impossible to tour the Lawa bills without an occasional
stopover in Karen villages. North of B.G:)g Luang, the northernmost
Lawa village, we were assured all villages were Karen. There might be
the odd Maeo village also, but definitely no more Lawa ones. According
to Kunstadter ( 1969, 234) Sg5-Karen coming from Burma have slowly
infiltrated what had been exclusively Lawa land for about the past
120 years (c.1 850).
They first appeared in small groups, modestly
asking the then wealthy Lawa, owners of fields and elephants, to take
on lease some fields "in exchange for 10 per cent of the annual rice crop"
(Kunstadter, 1966 A, 66; 1969, 234). This was approved by the Prince
of Chiengmai who demanded tribute from both Lawa and Karen. Since
then this process has continued and now the Law a settlements are
interspersed by Karen ones; or, as a i Kham Sug of B.Yreg put it more
drastically, all Lawa villages are menaced by a growing encirclement of
Karen. One need only look at the map (southern part ) to see the once
Lawa-owned hills now teeming with Karen villages and hamlets. Of this
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state of affairs, Kunstadter ( 1970, 3) has given a particularly clear picture:
"The hills in a rectangle 20 km. to the north and 18 km. to the east of
the town of Mae Sariang were once the exclusive property of the three
Lua' villages of Pa Pae, Ban Dong, and La'ub. Now the spaces between
these Lua' villages have been filled with about 30 Karen hamlets, whose
total population is probably three times that of the Lua' villages."
There are also mixed tribal villages where Lawa and Karen live
peacefully side by side. Of the 46 houses of B.H::>', 20 in the western
upper viiiage have been Karen for at least three generations.
The
grandfather of the present headman Run Khunwong divided t_he village:
the upper western part was reserved for the Karen, the rest was to go
to the Lawa. The headman is responsible for the Karen quarter also.
In B.G::>g Luang, of 68 houses 12 are Karen, and two houses flush with
the ground are H5 traders' shops.
The process of the encroachment of the Karen on Lawa land and
the successive impoverishment of the Lawa, who were still well-to-do
120 years ago, has been clearly described by Kunstadter (1969, 234/35).
Furthermore the Lawa had at an earlier date lost much of their lowland
property to the Thai. They have good humoured tales about the cleverness of the Thai and the foolishness of their naive ancestors (Kunstadter
1969, 232). A story of this kind I learned in B.Sam:
The yong bl3ngl once trapped many stags (jag) and kept them in
fences for food. One day Thai traders came up with ponies, and when
they saw the stags they readily exchanged a pony for each stag, so
getting all the stags.
The Lawa thought, well, a horse is bigger than a
stag and through this exchange we will have more meat. The Thai
killed the stags, dried the meat and the skins for easier carrying, and
took all, including the horns, down to town .
The next day the Lawa wanted to kill a horse for food. They
went to open the fence, but lo-in a moment all the horses bad run out
and galloped back to their former masters.
There is yet another story, from B.H::>' this time, of the Karen
profiting from the Lawa. On our list of northern Lawa villages to be
visited B. Thuan (u. tnu, Lawa: Yuang Thuan) originally was noted, but
we soon found that this village had been Karen for quite a long time.
1) yong : community of one of the ritual houses.
blong: horse. M.C. Sanidh Rangsit, 1942/ 45 701 : mbr:>ng
jag:
stag.
, 699 : t'ak
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The lege11d of Ban Thuan

In the olden days Ban Thuan possessed a sacred pond containing
the water of immortality. All villagers drank of it, so nobody died. One
day a group of villagers of Ban Thuan went to a Karen village and there a
dead man happened to be being carried to the grave-yard with gongs
beating.
The Lawa of Ban Thuan thought this most laughable and
bought the corpse, the gongs and all the other paraphernalia to have the
same fun in their own village. They carried everything to Ban Thuan
and walked around with laughter and rejoicing.
But the village spirit became furious over such stupid behaviour
and punished them by withdrawing the sacred water of immortality.
On the same day all those died who had brought the corpse into the
village. The pond dried up, there was no more water, and this is the
reason why the people of Ban Thuan emigrated. Five of their families
live now in Ban H:>' where they have their own nyoe' nyu (ritual house).
The dried up pond is still to be seen nowadays at Ban Thuan. The
Karen, more astute, took over the fields and do not mind going a long
way to fetch water.
3.

Moral disintegration

The influence of the Karen, which is certainly strong in many
respects, and the missionaries' eagerness for proselytizing are not the
only factors in the progressive decay of Lawa culture. To these energetic
and fleet-footed hill people the extremely steep and treacherous paths
are no obstacle in reaching, relatively quickly, the small market-towns
of Maesariang, Maelan:>i and Maejaem, which are active centres in
Thailand's domestic trading system. The young men working during
the cold season on the roads, in teakwoods, in mines, etc., see all the
modern means of communications, bicycles, motorcycles, cars, transistors
and a great many other useful objects, so they feel that life is easier and
more profitable down there. Why should they spend money on spirit
sacrifices if they can buy some more tangible assets for the same amount?
Parallel to this there is "a decrease in interest in megalithic conceptions"
(Kauffmann, 1971, 147). Nai Kham Sug of B. Yreg opines that the ancient
customs are neglected more and more, especially in the northern villages,
~o that within tqe next 20 years belief in phi (spirits) willl;>ecome ~x:tipct,
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With the firm religious pattern dwindling, many families turn their
backs to the hills and settle down in one of the two so-called Lawa
suburbs of Maesariang. So for example did two families from B. Tun
who just when we visited were feeding their ancestor spirits for the last
time. And when we left the hills in January 1969, 15 families out of the
three Changm5 villages of the Umphai group were leaving their homes for
good to move with bag and baggage down to Maesariang. Kunstadter
wrote (1970, 4) that within the last generation 15-20% of the hill Lawa
of Maesariang District had emigrated to the plains.
Nai Lu, the gorid (see p. 279) of B.Yieg, thinks that within the
next ten years there will be no more Changm5 villages at all. He has
travelled several times to Chiangmai and grumblingly uttered: "Look at
that Chinese of "Thantraphan" Department Store, no spirits, no la'mang
(ancestor spirits), and he is a millionaire. We are sacrificing to the phi all
the year round, but still stay poor."
4.

Maeo

In 1962 we passed through B.Mreo Gao Lua' (u.ulfm1Hi1t, lit. "once
Lawa now Mieo village"), a wretched hamlet of four or five huts on the
path leading from Umphai along the D5i B5 Hre (vnwJauti, lit. "mountain
of ore mines") to B.Mre Tho Luang. In later years I have not seen this
hamlet, mentioned also by Obayashi ( 1964, 200). Certainly the people
have moved further on; it is interesting to learn that this place was once a
Lawa village, and it is not the only one which has disappeared.
In 1969 we passed through B.Mreo Mre Tho (u. ulf1uuTo) of the Blue
Mreo, north of B.Mre Tho Luang, a village of more than 100 houses and
a shop run by a H5. Some sections are in Amphoe H5d and some in
Amphoe Mrejrem.
B.Mreo Khun Mre Hre (u.ulf1'1!uuJwi) has only two families and a H5
shop. It is situated one hour east of B. Yang Mre Hie Nuea (u.vwtJutittt~v)
where we stayed overnight, while Khun Suchat and some porters went
there to buy provisions.
At B.Yang Mre Hre Nuea we were told that there is no communication between Lawa and Mreo, as the latter trade opium and the Lawa
$enerally are not addicts. Still 1 we noted some well-tended poppy fields
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of the Law a along the path from B.G::>g Luang to B.Pae', though they
were far smaller than the Maio's. On the contrary, the Karen smoke
opium and therefore have connections with the Mreo. However, Karen
and Mreo are often in dispute about fields. Between the Mreo of B.Mreo
Mre Tho and the Lawa of B.B5 Luang there is a special relationship: if
the Mreo lack labourers for their opium fields, they hire them from B.B5
Luang, and if they have not enough rice they also buy from B.B5 Luang,
where the quali ty is the same as of Mreo rice.
These notes give some insight into the way in which the Mreo fit in
the interstices bet ween Law a and Karen and of the role the"y fulfill.
5.

Missions

About 20 tmsswnaries (American, French, Italian, Spanish) were
said to roa m the region. On the way we passed an Italian missionary
and later met the wife of an American one; she spoke fluent Lawa and
made B.La'ub-Mrelan5i in one day.
When I visited B.La'ub in 1964 there were 12 houses of Protestant
Christians. Kunstadter remarks (1965, 27) that at the time of his visit
there were about 20 Christian families in B.La'ub out of a total of about
100 families; in B.Pa Pre he noted only two Christian families.
I would not have noticed the Christians in B.La'ub but for their singing
in the evening. This reminded me of the Naga Hills in Assam where by
singing and even more by disturbing the feasts of their 'heathen' brethren,
the Christians provoked such conflict tha t the then British administration
was compelled to separate the quarrellers into two different villages.
Even with the Lawa, who are by no means pugnacious, the '"relationship
between Christian and non-Christian is not always so good. The
Christians have tended to set themselves apart (e.g. by fencing their
properties) , and village leaders sometimes do not even include them
in enumeration of village residents" (Kunstadter 1965, 29). In Lawa
villages where Christian households increased, "a settlement had to be
negotiated between the Christians and the animists . . . to maintain the
solidarity of the village." By a compromise, "the Christians agreed to buy
portions of the meat of the pigs or buffalos slaughtered at communal
ceremonies, thus helping to share the cost of the ceremonies without
actually participating directly in them" (Kunstadter, !969 A, 233) .
·;.·
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In the above-mentioned B. H::>', of the 20 Karen houses 15 have
b.een Catholic since only about 1964. In B.Pae', a small house has been
built for an Italian Catholic missionary who makes his appearance very
rarely and, as they said with joyous laughter, for five years has been
trying in vain to make converts. A Catholic (?) missionary once passed
through B.G::>g Lua ng. In B.Dong, with a big Border Patrol Police school,
there is no mi ssionary. To sum up, with the exception of B.La'ub, the
missions do not seem to have made great inroads on the Lawa up to
the present.

B. The Lawa villages
I.

In general

In earlier research there was much guesswork as to the number
of villages, houses and popula tion s. So we tried to establish a more
accurate picture.
Unfort unatel y our efforts were hampered by the
absence of headmen at a district assembly.
As can be gathered from Table 2 there are: 19 villages of Hill
Lawa who can still be considered to be a ttached to their old culture,
and 9 villages of the B5 Luang group on the high plateau south of the
Lawa hills.
B.B5 Luang (call ed north of the Umphai group: To' sa' m6'= oremining-people, alluding to their former occ upation) has two Buddhist
wats, and there is one each in B.Khun, B. Wang G5ng and B.Na F5n. So
there is a long-standing Buddhist influence. In addition the B5 Luang
group is generally classified as "thai-ized" which denomination must
rather be understood as "north-thai-ized", because its original Lawa
culture was greatly affected by the North-Thai, Yuon or Khon Mueang
whose language " is narrowly akin to Lao" (Wenk, 1959, 112, note 16),
and not by the Central Thai, who are very different in many respects.
In reality, the B5 Luang group is, with the exception of B.B5 Sal!
and B.Tong Luang (Table 2, nos. 27 and 28) which are now 80 per cent
Thai according to Khun Suchat, by fa r less thai-i zed than would appear
from earlier literature. Indeed, they still speak the Lawa language and
a variety of Lawa customs still pers ist.
But thou~h these B5 Luan~
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villages deserve a more thorough enquiry and description I must here
desist from it and concentrate on the largely unadulterated hill villages.
u

These I have divided tentatively into a southern and a northern
group for reasons which can only be discussed later when all the points
of possible comparison have been set out. The names of the villages in
Table 2 are written according to the map2 (with slight phonetic changes).
The northern villages are quoted in the order we visited them. The
names, in use by the Thai administration, are followed by their Thai
spelling; as for the original Law a names (and other Law a words) we merely
tried to reproduce a few of them in Thai script. Village = -yuang in B. B5
Luang and Umphai, but yueng in Mapae (Rangsit 1942/45, 689); in the
villages 11-17 of Table 2, i.e. most of the northern ones, they said yuen.
The La wa village names, as well as the number of houses and the names of
the headmen, I obtained from Khun Suchat; there might be the odd error.
The reading of the altitudes wa s at fir st somewhat uncertain. I
adjusted my altimeter at 1305 m engraved in a big tree at the trunk-road
near B.B5 Luang; of course I could not correct it en route. Now, Hallett
(1890, 54) gives for B.B5 Luang 3704 fee t= ll28.97 m only, and three
figures from the Military Map Department--B.Y reg/:)mphai Luang
1137 m, La' ub 1100-!160 m and Pa Pa e 720 m- showed that my results
were about 200m too high, which as a consequence I deducted from my
original measurements. We might fairly safely assume that the highest
villages are B.Pae' at about 1260 m and B.Tun at about 1220 m, while
the lowest ones are B.Kh5ng at 960 m and B.Pa Pae at 720 m; the others
are between 1050 111 and 1180 m, so that the remark of M.C. Sanidh
Rangsit (1945, 494): "The villages are situated at an average height of
1000 m" is approximately correct.
As there has been some confusion through erroneous maps and notes,
in the last columns of Table 2, province (cbangwat), district (amphoe) and
subdistrict (tambon) are given for every village. Only five are in changwat Chiengmai and all of these in amphoe Maejaem; the rest are in
2) The map, Thailand 1:50 ,000 is n os. 4 66 5 IV, 46 6 6 lll , 466 6 IV .
Here I want to give my best th~nks to Ltn. Bun sag ( illul'l; ll 'li in~ ) of the Military Map Department ( fi71J IIWU\'1\Hill ) wqo under Ltn . Col. Prasit Loglueang
( wu11'1 th:cr11 ~ 111m~ 5 ~), Chief of the Map-making Division from Ai r-photographs,
has drawn a corrected map accordi ng to his own cartographical work in the Lawa
hills. The southern part wa s dra wn in 1964, the northern in 1969 , which
accounts for the differences in the drawing.
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changwat Maeh:mgs:>n, seven each in amphoe Maesariang and in gingamphoe Maelan:>i (a ging-arnphoe is a branch of an amphoe which has
become too large and unwieldy). The entire B5 Luang group belongs to
changwat Chiengmai, amph oe H3d, tambon B3 Luang.
2.

Details on individual villages

Umpkiii group

The name of Umphai is pronounced :::>mphai (a11ww) by the people
themselves a nd it is also so written on the map. Since for many decades
it was spelled Umphai by earlier research-workers, I intend to follow this
practice, at least for the term "Umphai group"; similarly I do not intend
to alter the tribal name into Lua', which latter is the North-Thai designation for it.
The Umphai group consists of six villages with only one headman
(phu yai ban, ph3 ban or gae ban, q111 ~ un1 vi vum 11 ~v unun1): Nai Ping Chumphut. He was already headman in 1962 and remained so in 1968. In
1964 he told us that he had nine deputies or helper s (phu chuai, ~,;~v) for
the whole village group.
Umphai is situated on a ridge extending in a westnorthwest
direction. In the northeast, behind three ridges, 30-40 km distant, D3i
Angga ( 'ilvvv~~m, also D5i Inthanon) is to be seen, at 2576 m, the highest
mountain of Thailand. B.:::>mphai Luang is recognizable from very far
by its high rang-tree (it has white flowers, uneatable fruits and is most
likely Ficus sp. altissima, Moraceae).
From southeast to northwest the Umphai villages are: B.Den = "at
the top, the highest, the most prominent, the best one"; extravagant
praise is lavished upon it thus: "in B.Den everybody is wealthy". In
former years it was called B.:::>mpha i N5i (u. v;.n~w ullv= little :::>mphai). Of
28 houses in 1964 only 24 were left in 1968. The village is about a
quarter of an hour downhill from B. Yreg.
B.Yreg = "to branch off". Here the paths from B.Den and K5ng L3iMre Tho Luang meet. The headman resides in this village. Without
the sl ightest gap it goes over into:
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B.;)mphai Luang-greater ;)mphai . The name must be a Lawa word
without known sign ificance. Once a writer asserted that um meant
water (Ra ngsit 1942/45, 703: water= ra-au m). This, indeed, would be
very stra nge, as there is no water near "Um" phai. Women and children
have to go more than half an hour do wnhill to fetch it. We had to pay
50 Satang for every bamboo of water brought up. 3
While in 1964 there were 16 houses, in 1968 only one more had
been added.
B.Changm3 Man5d, also B.;)mn5d, from B.;)mphai Luang haif an hour to
west northwest, 18 houses in 1964, one less in 1968. Cbangm3 in Thai
is potter; the significance of Man5d or ;)mn3d is unknown.
B.Changm5 N3i = Little potters' village, lies just a slope down below the
above.
B.Changm3 Luang = Great potters' village, is not situated on the Umphai
ridge but one hour distant from B.:)mphai Luang, straight to the wes t of
B.Cbangm3 N5i.

.

Q

A saying goes in B.;)mphai Luang with B.:)mphai N3i (now B.Den)
and B. Yreg: "We are like brothers, the three Cha ngm3 villages are on ly
twigs of the tree, for everything the initial point is B.:)mphai." No
wonder, as it is, together with B.Den and B'.Yreg, the bigges t samang
village in the hills. :)mphai people often speak in this way: "Of such
and such a thing other villages have less or noth ing, and why? Because
we are great and the rest of them petty. :)mphai stands before a ll other
Lawa ." This is acknowledged by many Lawa villages . In B.La' ub they
said: "O ur custom is not anymore as strong as in B.:)mphai, yet still
stronger than in B.Pa Pae." B.La' ub, however, does not originate from
B.:)mphai; it is very old itself. In earlie r times the samangs of B.:)mphai
had so much authority that they could convene meetings for deliberation
with other Lawa villages; the inform an ts named about all the northern
ones (Table 2, nos. 9-1 8) and said : "In those days customs were very
strict, nowadays many have gone but still B.:)mphai is authoritative."
3) Still, Ran gsit 1942 / 45, 693, gi ves : om= Water in Pa Pao - Lawa and four Wa
dialect s in Burma.
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It is not by accident that nearly all those who ever did researchwork on the hill Lawa called Umphai the foremost village of the Lawa:
in 1935 Hutchinson wrote of "the strong-hold of Um Pai" (1935, 154),
and this was taken up by Seidenfaden: "a Lawa stronghold called
Umphai" (1940, 29). Similarly, Steinmann/Rangsit (1939, 173) spoke
of "Umphai, the most important village of all" and Obayasbi (1964, 199)
again called it "Umphai, the stronghold of the Lawa" and later (1966,

251/52: "Umphai, which is reputed to be the centre of the Lawa territory." Wenk (1965, 107) referred to the vocabulary ofRangsi.t (1942/45)
"which is the most significant because it renders the language of the
Umphai-U(wa, a group until today least thai-ized." In "Minority groups
in Thailand" ( 1970, 939) the compiler remarked: "Umpai, where the
ancient language and culture have been preserved in their purest form";
and I myself, after having visited all of the still existing hill villages,
stated (1971, 139): "If we assume that once the Lawa villages shared a
common cultural pattern, then at this time only the Umphai group holds
strongly to ancient customs." On the other hand, it is surprising that
Kunstadter, the only scholar who has lived with the Lawa for many
months, mentioned Umphai only once or twice in his wealth of otherwise
excellent publications; instead of Umphai he insisted on speaking of an
unspecified 'Changm5' (as does Srisawasdi, 1963, 180, 182 ), until he
finally identified it with "Changm5 N5i, known as 'yuang gong' in Lua'"
(Kunstadter 1967, 8).
The following remarks give some general aspects of the unknown
northern villages. There will be more specific details in subsequent
sections.
B'iin Tii.u

This village of 3 I houses was totally destroyed around 1963
when 34 houses burnt down. Thereupon the village was split up into
three parts: about 10 houses were rebuilt on the old village site; a new
village was set up at about 15 minutes walk to the south; and a third
village was built up the hill at a greater distance (which for lack of time
we did not visit). From the southern quarter there is a splendid view
of Doi Angga (lnthanon) in the east and over the deep valley of the Huai
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Mae I-b' (11'1 tmJtii1~ ) in the south to B.Changm5' N:5i overlooked by
B.Changm3 Man5d and, quite distant from them, in a south-western
direction, to B.Changm3 Luang.
Ba11 Sam
The sprawling houses, on posts at least 2 m high, with their high,
massive and low-eaved roofs, are more imposing than in any other Lawa
village. There are some gardens behind bamboo fences with flowers,
vegetables, and bananas. At one place two men with a long saw cut
planks very accurately, one man standing on a scaffold. hauling the
blade up, the other one standing below pulling it down. The same
sawing system I observed in Banderban, Chittagong Hill Tracts, what
was then East Pa kistan.
The people remember that they have been here for three generations;
they came from another village, possibly B.Pae'. Originally they all
lived peacefully together, but when disagreement arose, they split into
four sections, each one disposing of a nyoe' nyu (ritual bouse).

Bau Miled Vmg

Behind the village there is a big mountain which blocks off the sun's
rays other than for about three hours everyday.
The inhabitants
wondered why their forefathers chose this place, despite these obvious
disadvantages, but said: "We do not change because we planted trees
here, and as for the rest: we are still alive."
Bcm F15'

The village fills the western, northern and eastern slopes of a wide
and deep basin. The gables of the porches are mostly turned to the
East, but there is no special system; the houses are put up as best
suits the terra in. East of B.H:)' lies the D3i Luang (l'lflvmm, Thai: Big
mountain) whose mountain spirit m?i anggria is revered by most Lawa
villages.
Ban G:Jg Lua11g

This northernmost village has 54 Lawa and 12 Karen houses, all of
them on wood en posts, while two houses of H5-traders are Chinese style,
!lush with the ground ; they are the only ones containing small stools,
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One of the H3 has a Lawa-, the other one a Karen-·wife. People said one
of the two was a Tad (Thai?); he called himself a Mong, allegedly
derived from Mongol.
On the wide, irregular but proper village road of hardened loamy
soil there was a cavity bristling with stakes to prevent the pigs' wallowing during the rainy season and deepening the hole more and more. At
the water-place, 15 minutes below the village, only a trickle of turbid
fluid was forthcoming. B.GJg Luang is the only Lawa village where
pigeons are kept, more than a dozen belonging to the headman Nai
Mueang Saengja m who bought them at five baht apiece in Maela nJi.
Three generations ago, before the Principality of Chiangmai was
definitely integrated into the Kingdom of Siam, the villagers of B.Pae' in
the West, B.Kb:5ng in the East and B.GJg N5i in the South came with their
suits and complaints for decision to B.Gog Luang, the oldes t of these
four villages.
B(m Pue'

The houses are built on both sides of a broad and steep ridge
reaching far downhill with their terraces towards the village road in the
middle; there are house-sites located at other places also. The waterplace is I 0 minutes down in a gorge, the water dripping turbidly as in
B.GJg Luang.
B'iin La'{wg Nuea (Northern La'(mg)

The village is built on a ridge; in fropt and behind are higher
hills. The houses have their long sides along the road and their terraces
facing generally towards the East.
Two families have moved in from B.Sam.
Biw La'ang Tiii (Southern L a'ang)

This smallest Lawa village of only nine houses is situated down a
slope. On the left side going down, just before the upper ritual house,
is a sugar-cane garden.
Ban Dong

With 96 houses it is the biggest hill Lawa village (if we do not
count the 139 hou ses of the widespread Umpha i group). Here is to be
found quite a large school-building of the Border Patrol Police and the only
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coconut-palm I have met with in the Lawa hills. Only in B.Pa Pie,
somewhat lower than the other Lawa villages, they have planted coconut
and betel palms (Kunstadter 1970, 27).
Together with neighbouring B. La'ub, B. Dong is provisionally
reckoned among the northern group, though these two show some traits
of the southern one.
3.

Lay-out of the villages

As might be grasped from some of the foregoing _descriptions it
would be exaggerated to give the Law a villages in general the geographical
term of street village (Strassendorf). Obayashi (1964, 20 I), writing of
a tendency to this village pattern, had only seen B.Pa Pae, B.La'ub and
B.:)mphai Luang/B.Yieg, and of these none but the latter could be thus
called. With the houses of this double-village lining both sides of a ridge,
a kind of village road comes quite naturally into being in the middle.
B.Changm3 Luang is built on an even wider ridge, and the result is a
broad middle road. B.La'ub might be called a street village in its lower
part, but at the eastern end the houses climb up a slope as best they
can.
There are several roads and paths crossing through B.Pa Pae
which could by no means be regarded as a street village; it is rather a
clustered village (Haufendorf) as seen from the picture in Kunstadter
(1966 B, 126/27).

()

(

..

Anyone looking for street villages in the northern group might
point to the old part of B.Tun laid out on a flat stretch with two rows
of houses, although the new village south of it i~ spread down a weak
inclination without much order. Furthermore, the long drawn out B.G::>g
Luang and the two La'ang villages could conceivably be said to be a kind
of street villages. On the other hand, B.Mi:ed L3ng hung over by a
mountain, B.H::>' filling its wide trough, and B.Pae' with its houses
stepping down a steep ridge, have their individual forms emanating from
the necessity to adapt to the topographical conditions of sites chosen in
former times. Funke ( 1960, 141) says correctly: "The general lay-out
of the villages is decided by the shape of the ridge on which they are
~ ituated. Umpai has the form of a Ion~ stretch~d street village."
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But when he writes: "All the settlements are situated on the tops
of steep hill cones" (1960, 141), then I cannot agree. The same also
holds for Obayashi's remark ( 1964, 200) that the villages "are situated
high up near hill tops". As described above no village is near a hill top.
Some of them are situated on ridges-e.g., the Umphai group (with the
exception of B. Den and B.Changm3 N5i ), the lower part of B.La'ub,
B.G::lg Luang and the two La'ang villages. Possibly they settled down
there quite a long time ago for "protection against attacks" (Rangsit
1945, 494 ); but there being no more danger from raiders, only a great
disadvantage is left : water is very scarce. Other villages such as B.Sam,
B.Mued L3ng, B.H::l', B.Pae' and B.Dong are surrounded by or wedged
in between hills; B.Pa Pie even lies in the valley of a stream, so being
the only Lawa village with ample wa ter supply.
In conclus ion there is no defi nite pattern in the lay-out of hill
Lawa villages. Be it on ridges or in depressions and valleys, everywhere
their form is determined by the variety of the terrain.
4.

Demography

From the time of Holt S. Hallett's tour through northern Thailand
(in those times and coming from Burma he called it the "Shan States")
to this day it h::1s not been possible to produce more than superficial
estimates on the number of villages, houses and people of the Lawa.
One author includes all so-called Lawa, of whom the majority have
long been thai-i zed; another confuses the Lawa in the B3 Luang group
with the hill Lawa ; while a third makes a guess only at the Lawa
in Maesariang di strict ( Changwat Maeh::lngs::ln ), for.getting the five
villages in Maejaem district (Changwat Chiangmai) which after all have
209 houses.
So let us take a closer look at these very varied conceptions: at
Maesariang (the Burmese: Maing Loongyee), Hallett ( 1890,36) "procured
the names of 33 Lawa villages" which "contained on an average 42 houses".
The Ka re n villages had on an average only 20 houses; they always were
much smaller than the La wa villages. Hallett goes on ( 1890, 37): "I was
assured that the average number of people living in a house was seven;
but even allowing only five, there would be upwards of 13,000 people" 1
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including also Karen and North Thai. For the Lawa alone 33 villages
with an average of 42 houses is equal to a total of 1386 houses and at
five persons I come to a total of 6930 La wa. The trouble is that one
does not know if the B3 Luang group and the hill Lawa were included as
Hallett speaks of the Law a in the Khun Yuam basin. A t any rate, it
can be gathered from his notes that 80 years ago there were still more
Lawa villages than no wadays and that some of them were si tuated more
to the wes t, but now they are certainly all thai-ized.
Gordon Young (1961 , 68, and on table p. 113) wr ites tha t " there
are 43 known villages of La wa which number some 1300. or more households, averaging about 30 houses per village, and 7.0 persons per house.
The total population is estimated at 9,000 persons (this may be a low
estimate). The larges t village is Baw Luang, in which there are 230
household s. Few Lawa villages number less than 25 houses."
As to B.B:l Luang, mentioned here only incidentally, Kerr ( 1924,
136) says: "There are seven Lawa villages on the Baw Luang Pla teau ....
Of these seven villages Baw Luang. with about 80 hou ses, is the largest;
another fairly large village is Baw Sali." So from 1924 to 1961, within
37 years, this largest Law a village has grown from 80 to 230 hou ses
and in January 1969 it had , according to its headmaster Khun Suchat,
312 houses (or, counting seven persons per house, 2 184; counting only
five, 1560 inhabitants).
Wenk (1959, 108) speaks of " the Uiwa of whom the bu lk, perhaps
3000 people, lives nowadays in the hills west of Chiengma i between the
Mae Ping and the Salwin", and Srisawasdi (1963, 169 ), restricting his
estimate on the western part of the hills, says that "in Amphoe Maesariang alone about 3000 Lawa live sporadically scattered". Kunstadter's
estimates go up to about 10,000 unassimilated Lawa in the mountains
(1965, I; 1966 B, 122, 125; 1966 C, 2; 1969, 232 ). As to the number of
villages, he is less consistent, as once he notes "a group of 15 to 20
traditional mountain settlements" ( 1966 A, 62) and then "25 to 30 villages
scattered in the mountain s" ( 1966 B, 122).
Demographic reports on single villages are scarce. Only for B.Pa
Pre do we have exact surveys by Kunstadter (1 970, 2) : 51 houses with
233 people, and of I July 1967 ( 1969 B, 1): 227 people in B.Pa Pre, an d
a total population in B.Pa P ~, B.La' ub and B. Dong of 1257 people.
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Obayashi (1964, 199) gave for B.La'ub 85 houses, while in January
1969 we obtained 92 houses. It is possible that in the intervening
years seven houses had been added; I myself observed some men levelling the ground with a harrow for a new house site on a slope in the
upper village.
Of the Umphai group, Obayashi (1964, 199) reported 160 houses.
In 1964 our informants told us that all six villages together had 280
houses with 2500 people; this would come to 8.9 persons per house;
certainly the figures given us were much too high. At the end of 1968
we learned that the Umphai group bad only 139 houses. If we assume
a figure of seven persons per house (as Gordon Young does), there would
be 973 people or, at five, only 695 people. I should say the latter number
is nearer to the facts.
In B.Pa Pie, 233 people to 51 houses gives an average of only 4.56
persons per house; the village lost many people in an epidemic and a
huge fire about 25 years ago (Kunstadter 1970, 2). Taking the 1967
figures, 227 people of B. Pa Pc£ subtracted from the total of 1257 results
in 1030 people living in 92+96 = 188 houses of B. La'ub and B. Dong; the
average for these two villages would be 5.5 persons per house.
The headman of B.Pae' said that in his village of 60 houses there
were 3-400 people; the average is 5-6.6 persons per bouse. This was the
only instance where we obtained at least an approximate number of
inhabitants of a village. Otherwise the headmen, though supposed to be
obliged to list their people, never gave us the number of persons, only
of houses.
According to our information there are 19 hill villages of the Law a
plus nine villages of the B5 Luang group, or 28 altogether (see Table 2).
The hill villages had in January 1969 (after deduction of 32 Karen and
2 H:'> houses in B.H:'>' and B.G::>g Luang) 716 Lawa houses. The houses
of the 17 families who emigrated after our tour from B.Tun and the
Cbangm:, villages (seep. 244) are still included, the time of our survey
being taken as a fix-point; some more houses might have been abandoned
since we left. With 716 houses in 19 villages, there is an average of 37.7
houses per hill village.
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The main question of course is how many Lawa people live in the
hill villages. We might have obtained an exact number in the district
offices of Maesariang, Maejaem and Maelan:)i, but unfortunately we had
no time to visit these places. So our only recourse was to decide what we
considered the most likely number of inhabitants per house. While Young
uses seven, from B.Pae' we got 5-6.6; and Kunstadter's figures from
B.La'ub and B-Dong result in 5.5, from B.Pa Pre in 4.56. Seven seems too
high, five or six would be more adequate. Still, I want to note down
here the figures for all possibilities:
At

"

persons per house of 716 houses:
7
6
"
"
"
5.5
"
"
"
5

"

..

5012
4296
3938
3580

hill Law a

"

"

"
"

"

"

From this it would appear that the hill Law a are at the very most 5000
strong but that probably they do not count more than about 4000 or even
somewhat less. Nearest to this estimate come Wenk and Srisawasdi
with their 3000, while Kunstadter with 10,000 overestimated highly.
Young, of whose 43 Lawa villages one should like to know the whereabouts, combines the Lawa in the hills with the partly thai-ized ones on
the high plateau. As there are no figures for the B3 Luang group we
cannot make a calculation. But a guess is allowed, and I should say
that the grand total does not surpass 7000 who can still more or less
be reckoned as La wa.

C. Socio-religious ranks
1. Samang

SteinmannfRangsit ( 1939, 173) were the first anthropologists to
mention "chieftain families who descend from the Law a prince Milankha
of olden times" (footnote 1: "in which families the chieftainship is
hereditary"). Hutchinson ( 1939, 179) speaks of "their aristocracy Khun"
or "highly placed Lawa of earlier days". Khun( yu) =lord, leader, is a
Thai title. Instead of khun the Law a say samang, and this word appears
for the first time in a somewhat unfamiliar form in Rev. J.S. Holladay's
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legend of the beautiful S'mang Roh-eh who married a youth from the
spirit world (Seidenfaden 1940, 34/35). ' 'It is also said that the descendants of this woman never eat dog fles h, and that is the reason that the
headman of each village and his family may be the only people in that
village who do not eat dogs. The headman is invariably a descendant
of S'mang Roh-eh.... It is also said that no one in t he vi ll age of L'oop
indulges in this particular delicacy. " The compiler of "Lawa" in
"Minority Groups in Thailand" (1970, 942) has recognized that asamang
girl was spoken of, and indeed the samang families do not eat dog flesh
and were said in B.Pae' to abhor also roe (barking deer - 'igeng, ~~ri'~)
"because the cut-off pieces of it resemble those of dogs". This rather
far-fetched explanation is refuted, at least for B.Pa Pre, by Kunstadter
(1966 A, 7): "The big samang .... receives a leg of any large wild game
animal (deer, pig, etc.) which is shot."
Funke writes (1960, 142) : "all the Lawa of the Umpai-group belong
to one of two groups into which the population is divided: The 'Lua' or
commoners and the 'Kun' or privileged ones. The special position of
the Kun is concerned with all religious ceremonies." He adds (1960, 145):
"Until the presen t time a dual sys tem, not mentioned by earlier researchworkers, has been preserved ." Wenk (1959, 114, 2nd note 1) : "Phai
and Khun allegedly signify a sociological class division within the Lawa
groups." He means what is in Central Thai phr~i and khun (1m', ~u ),
the commoners and samangs. That this division is not a mere allegation
is shown by Obayashi ( 1964, 204), the first anthropologist to finally bring
forth the word samang: " In La Ub three hereditary status-ranks obtain:
1. samang, high priest, namely a representative of the royal family,
descendants of a legendary Lawa king .... ; 2. lam, low Priest .... ; 3. lua,
ordinary people."
At a glance at these different s tatements we must remark that
Steinmann jRangs it's designation of "chieftains" for the samang is not
valid for the peaceful Lawa of modern times, although fo r a much earl ier
period it might well have been; to this concept we shall come back later.
They correctly mention thei r descent from the Lawa prince, often also
called khun luang or King Milangkha. Of this dynasty the headman of B3
Luang, Nai Sau (mm<n), in 1964, gave the followi ng genealogy:

c
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Khun Thu'
(1') )
Thuang (m; )
"
Luang W ilangga' ( tl<m1i'<nt )= Milangkha
"
These three were brothers
Tha'
"
Th5ng
"
,
A' l:Sng Pagwaeng (vtllll< ~mm)
Thereafter the royal line ended. It might have been 1000 years or more
ago when the M3n still reigned a t Haripunjaya. "Suc~1 genealogies,
obviously much abbreviated, are only seven to nine generations in length"
(K unstadter, 1965, 2).

.·
·'

The my thical descent of the samangs from the girl S'mang Roh-eh
was told in La' ub, a village with its ow n traditions, but there is no known
historical background. Holladay did not realize that his "hereditary
headmen" were the samangs who must not by any means be headmen of
villages. A headman (Lawa : poeguad) nowadays, be he samang or not,
is a functionary of the Thai government, elected, it is true, by his fellow
villagers, but who must be acknowledged by an administrative officer.
The idea of Funke that the Lawa have a "dual system" (Zweiklassensystem ) seems rather strange. There are dual systems in Africa and
New Guinea which are defi ned by Haekel (1950, 13/14) in this way:
"The characteristic of a dual organization is the bisecting of a social or
territorial unit, and in connection with this partition are the ideological
and sy mbolical contrast pairs, with antagonisms also expressed in the
name." There is nothing of this with the Law a. They have a thin layer
of what might be termed "aristocrats" over the mass of the population.
Theirs is a very ancient feudal system.
Obayashi finally found even three social layers. Between the
samang and the ordinary people he noted the la!n. This was in B.La' ub
and he also could have cited B.Pa Pae; at the same time he stated that
Umphai had no /'am. So the Lawa in general have only two classes or
social layers; the lam as a third one in two exceptional cases will be

0

treated later.
To know the essentials about the samangs and their functions we
must consult Kunstadt~r: "In some Lua' villages, includin ~ Pa Pae, thertt
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are lineages whose members are known as samang. The elder of this
lineage is known as 'samang ga' (" big samang" ), or sometimes by his
Thai title, khun. In some of the villages the samang lineages trace their
descent back to Khun Luang Wilanka, or to one of his princes" (1965, 2).
"The members of samang linea ges in different villages consider themselves
related for some purposes, but samangs from different villages can intermarry" (1966 A, 62).
Functions :

It is "the general belief that the main function of the big

samangs is to act as the guardians of Lua' culture, and they must be
consulted when any major ceremony (except funerals) takes place, or
whenever there is any question of interpretation of customary laws"
( 1965, 7 /8). "The 'big samang' also is expected to make rulings which
interpret tradition in situations not covered by specific customs and to
direct major village ceremonies by indicating the order of events and the
proper spirits to be propitiated" (1966 A, 68).
"Title in swidden land traditionally resides in the village as a whole,
and is administered for the village by a religious official (samang) who
inherits his position patrilineally" ( 1969 A, 234 ). " Violations of field
boundaries are punished by ritual sanctions, which, in the event they are
not obeyed, are enforced by the samang" (1966 C, 4). "The samang or
chief priest of the village ... bas the responsibility for settling disputes
between claimants to the same parcel of swidden land. The priests also
have the responsibility of conducting ceremonies on behalf of the village
which are designed to appease the spirits of the forests in which the
swiddens are cut" (1970, 6) . "The cycle of shifting culti¥ation begins
in January with a search for cultivation sites ... carried out by the older
men ... including the religious leaders" (1970, 8; 1966 C, 3). "The Lua'
villagers depend on the wisdom and accumulated knowledge of the chief
priest to decide the date for the burn ... preceded and accompanied by a
major communal ceremony conducted by the priests and elders, to placate
the spirits and to insure that the fields will burn completely but not out
of control" (1970, 9; also 1966 B, 139; 1966 C, 5). "At Pa Pae the chief
priest must be the first to begin planting his field" ( 1970, 12; this para~ raph condensed: 1966 A, 68; 1966 C, 5).
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At the end of the Lua' year in December "he informs the bad
spirits that they are going to be sent out of the village", then he leads
the group which with much shouting and shooting will drive them out
(1967, 6). "He is also charged with enforcing the incest taboo ... by
expelling the offending parties and driving out the bad spirits which result from incestuous unions" ( 1966 A, 68 ).

"Samangs are not allowed to take part in funeral ceremonies, nor
go to the cemetery for fear that they will lose their ritual knowledge.
They are, however, obliged to pay a fine to the bereaved family for their
failure to help in the funeral celebration" (1965, 8; 1966 B, 126). This
rigid prohibition to the samang entails that there must be somebody else
to conduct the death-rites; of this man I will speak in a later section.
Privileges: In return for his services the big samang "is given the first
choice of fields in the upland area" (1966 C, 3; 1970, 6). "The ordinary
villagers symbolize their loyalty to their samang leader by yielding to him
the seat of highest honor whenever he enters a house" (1966 A, 65). "A
person who owes allegiance to the big samang must give him the leg of
the pig which is sacrificed at each family's upland field before it is planted,
and a special share of the animal sacrificed at the last ceremony of the
year. The big samang also receives a leg of any large wild game animal
(deer, pig, etc.) which is shot, and the saddle of any pig which has been
killed because it is believed to be inhabited by a bad spirit. The big
samang also receives a customary payment of one rupee and a chicken
from the groom, after a wedding has taken place" (1965, 7; 1966 A, 65,
69; 1966 C, 3; 1970, 35).

0

In ::::>mphai Luang the highest samang was said to receive the head of
any buffalo or bull killed at a great village sact=ifice. The skull and the
jaw would then be deposited on a shelf in the ritual house (Steinmann/
Rangsit 1939, 168). In fact, we have never seen such a skull; in the
ritual house of B. Yaeg and in one of the three ritual houses of B. La' ub
there was just an old jaw-bone on a shelf. This extreme scarcity of skulls
apparently stems from the fact that big feasts are very rare; e.g. in B.Pae'
the headman Mueang Pung, a samang ra' (Rangsit, 1942/45, 705: ra=
big), has seen big buffalo sacrifices only twice in his life-time, and the
50-years old informant, Nai D5ng Pii Pug, only once (pu is a deferential
address).
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Kunstadter has demonstrated for the samangs of B.Pa Pae the
important role they play in that village. Still there are differing
opinions, as Don Schlatter, a well-known missionary in Maesariang
communicated on 8. I 0. 63. to Obayashi (1964, 212, note 17): "Although
they do have a few special privileges they are usually not the rulers of the
village nor do th~y necessarily control the worship". Indeed, they are in
no way "rulers", but as far as I could myself discover, Schlatter might be
right insofar as the samangs do not lead worship in every case; still I must
make the reservation that I have never bad the chance of ob_serving a
communal sacrifice. As a matter of fact , it was only on my second visit
to the Umphai group that I became aware of this class of men, though at
the first visit my main informant was Lung Gaeo (Thai: lung, ~~=uncle,
also address for older men), a samang and former headman. This fine old
man I shall mention again in the section on death-rites.
The samangs do not differ in terms of dress or special regalia from
the ordinary villagers; they are quite unobtrusive and unostentatious and
are simple hard-working hill peasants like the rest of the people.
manners are modest and friendly, never haughty or arrogant.

Their

Nor can

one recognize a samang by the fact that he has a grander house; quite in
contrast to the givers of the big 'feasts of merit' of the Naga in Assam
(India) who according to the rank attained show distinguishing marks
on both their clothes and their houses.
Obayashi ( 1964, Fig. 7) thought a carved piece of wood about 15 em
wide in the gable-field of a samang house in B.:)mphai Luang could be
interpreted as a model of buffalo-horns and thus be a sign of samang-rank.
If one looks closer, this little piece of wood does not in fact resemble
buffalo-horns, it has rather a bird-like form.

Apart from this, the small

pieces of wood which can be seen in many houses in the shape of flowers,
stars, crescents or even only an ordinary knob (as in B.H::>'), have nothing
to do with the status of a samang; they simply serve to prevent the triangular partition-wall, woven bamboo-laths, from falling off the gable.
different carvin~s are purely decorative (Fi~. 1).

The

0
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Similarly, the carved gable-horns are not signs of a samang house.
If there is a carver at hand everybody can have them made, a pair at the
price of 10.-Baht in the Umphai group, B.Sam, and B.Dong (in B.B5
Luang, 20.-Baht) . I was also told that only samang villages are allowed
to put up the high, double sacrificial posts on the village square, which
are carved on the upper part, the so-called sagang Ia'. This cannot be
correct because in the three Changm5 villages, in B. Tun and B. Dong there
are carved sagang posts, and in these villages there are no samang. In the
north they have only a single sagang; three villages, one with and two
without samang, have no sagang at all. In conclusion there is pothing to
distinguish a samang during his lifetime, only the nam post erected after
his death is an essential expression of his dignity.
Kunstadter (1966 C,3) has made an important statement: "Many,
but not all, Lawa communities have ... . samang". On Table 3, I have noted
TABLE 3
Samang
Villages with samaug

B. Den: except three families of
commoners, living down the
village outside the samang
section, all others are samang: 21 families.
B. Yaeg: onesamangfamily, tO commoner families.
B. :)mphai Luang: the samang own
a special section in the village with 11 families; only
6 are commoners.
B. Pa Pae: 3 samang and 4lam families, the rest of 44 are commoners.
B. Mued L3ng: except 5 or 6 families
all are samang
B. G:)g N5i
B. Pae'
B. La'ang Tai: one samang family.
B. La'ub: 10 samang and Slam families, the other 74 are all
commoners.

Villages without samang

B. Changm5 Man5d
B.
B.

,
,

N:>i
Luang

B. Tun
B. Sam

B. H:)'
B. Kh5ng
B. G:)g Luang: the;:e lived one samang
family 4 or 5 generations ago.
B. La'ang Nuea: there have formerly
been samang.
B. Dong

...
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TABLE 4
Specification for the Umphiii group
Houses

samang families

commoners

17

1
11

10
6

In the double village
on the ridge :
28
24
B. Den

12
21

16
3

In the three main
Umphai villages

33

19

B. Yaeg:
B. ;)mphai Luang:

11

52

the nine villages where there are still samang and the ten villages where
there are none. Two of these villages, B.G:)g Luang and B.La'ang Nuea
once had samang; in the latter village they said that for their dead they
now put up only mbueang, and no more nam posts intended exclusively
for samangs. But some old nam posts are still standing near the burial
ground. (For these memorial posts to be treated more extensively later
under "Death rites", cf. Kauffmann 1971, 131 with note 2.)
I think that in the olden times every village had its samang. Kunstadter ( 1965, 7) mentions that "in the past each of the three founding
villages of Pa Pae - Mo Pae, Mo Hong, and Mo Pan- had its own sarnang
lineage. Sometime before the three villages came together, the samang
lineage of Mo Hong died out. This was felt to be a disaster", as a
Lawa village could not exist without the religious leadership of a big
samang. According to Kunstadter (1969 A, 234) "if the lineage dies
out, villagers may request a member of a related 'princely' lineage
from another village to assume the office- a procedure which is considered completely legitimate." So Mo Hong "begged the big samang of
Mo Pae to give them his son.... The big sarnang of Mo Pae let his son
go, but then the old man died without heirs, and the Mo Pae villagers .. .
in turn begged for a samang from Mo Hong, but the man they got did
not know the proper ceremonies, so they sent him back, and have
done without a big samang ever since." ( 1965, 8). Another story of
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Kunstadter's is about the big samangs of Mo Hong and Mo Pan quarrelling
whereupon the big samang of Mo Pan "ran off to La-up" where they
"welcomed him and installed him as their big samang, since they did not
have one at that time" (1965, 8i9 ).
As a consequence two constituent villages of B.Pa Pae had to dispense with big samangs, while a village without one, La'ub, got a new big
samang. There is still one more village which must have had a samang:
Changm:5 N5i. "Perhaps 120 years ago" the big samang of Mo Hong
was entitled to a fine from the big samang of yuang gong (B.Changm5
N3i) who having no money sent some of his relatives instead. In B.Pa
Pae "14 houses of their descendants live today in one section of the
village... They continue to worship certain spirits in a distinct way,
despite the fact that they have intermarried with other Pa Pae residents
for at least four or five generations" (Kunstadter, 1965, 4). It would
be about 100-130 years ago that B.Changm5 N5i still had a big samang.
Later Kunstadter reduced the space of time to 80 years (1966 A, 66),
but be that as it may it seems certain that in the past century this village
still had samangs who have now disappeared .
While other villages have only one big samang, B.Pa Pae is an
exception caused by its partition into two parts by the Mae Amlang, and
both sections have their own big samang. The ceremony of chasing away
bad spirits must be performed simultaneously on each side "for fear
that a samang from the other side ... would merely chase the spirits across
the stream and into the side of the village where he did not live"
(1967,5; 1965,9).
The statement that villages can do without a big ·samang is inconsistent with Kunstadter's repeatedly uttered assertion that the Lawa
feel "if we didn't have a samang, we would have to live like apes and
monkeys in the jungle" (1966 B, 126; 1965, 7). As Table 3 shows many
villages can do very well without a samang, but of course, they must
have somebody who directs them, and this is the tonhid or faungau of
whom we shall speak in a short while. Still, the question lingers why
villages without samang did not call in a member of a related 'princely'
lineage, a possibility indicated by Kunstadter. One must assume that
different ceremonial rules often prevented this.
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From Table 4 is to be gathered that in the three southern Umphai
villages with 33 samang families the largest number of samangs is living
within a narrow small area. So it can be understood why the Umphai
group could exert such a strong power over other Lawa villages (see
p. 249). The biggest single samang village is B.Den with 21 samang
against only 3 commoner families. But B.;)mphai Luang, which gave
the whole group its name, carries most weight. Its samangs originally
had their own quarter from the ritual house up to the northwest end of
the village. Their houses must be placed higher than those of commoners, and their ceremonies are strictly separated from those of the
ordinary Lawa (informant: Khun Suchat).
The samangs gave commoners the permission to live with them. After the death of a big
samang his son takes over; if there is none, someone of the same lineage
does so. In the three southern samang villages there are only 52 houses
against 87 in the three Changm;, villages; but these are only the "twigs
of the tree".
In B.G;,g Luang which for four or five generations has had no
samang, they told the following story :
A long time ago, when a samang was chief of the village, all
people agreed and said: "We want to clear this slope for a new field."
Then the samang went all by himself to the chosen area and called the
nog phi ra' or forest spirit to ask if the place was good and to let him
know in a dream. On this he lay down to sleep on the spot. If the
dream was good on the day after next people started felling trees;
if it was bad the samang said: "Sacrifice to him a pig or chicken."
When the samang was dying without children he told the people:
"Now, there will be no more samang with you. I advise you always to
sacrifice a pregnant sow. Then, if I am reborn among you I certainly
will have children also."
In B.Pae' they said :
Many generations ago the samang split into two groups because
some of them did not observe the samang rules and set up new ones.
They became low samangs (samang thiam, Rangsit 1942/45, 705 : thiam
= low) in contrast to the ori~inal higher saman$ (samanf raid). They
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are not allowed to intermarry. It is forbidden for people of these two
group s to have sexual relations and such an offense must be expiated
by each of the culprits paying a fine of 12 Rupees (= 120.- Baht), 2
chicken, 2 bottles of rice-alcohol to the headman; if a baby is born from
such a union, the man must pay 42 Rs. (=420 Bht.) the girl12 Rs. (= 120
Bht.). The headman said that for generations nothing of the kind has
happened.
This story of high and low samangs might seem a bit strange, even
doubtful, if in B.:)mphai Luang they did not maintain that they also
have two layers of samang, a high and a low one. The son- of a high
samang will be a high samang, and, of course, the big samang will come
out of a high samang family. Maybe Kunstadter's remark (1965,9) that
"male patrilineal relatives of the big samang are cailed little samang"
who have no special privileges, indicates an equivalent for B.Pa Pae.
Unfortunately, we had no opportunity to penetrate more deeply into
these intriguing questions.
As an introduction to samang marriage I am citing Kunstadter
(1966 A, 73): "Leadership in the lineage, and even position in the
samang lineage, can be acquired by virtue of a matrilocal marriage- or
more precisely by a marriage in which the husband moves into the house
of his bride's father or late husband. The matrilocal husband must
abandon his own ancestor spirits and honor the spirits of the household
into which he has moved."
In villages where there are samangs these may intermarry with
ordinary Lawa:
1.

A samang man marries a commoner girl: the man stays samang,
the girl becomes samang herself.
In this case the samang husband cannot live in the house of his
commoner father-in-law, thence a matrilocal marriage is not possible.

2.

A samang girl marries a commoner man:
a) The girl loses her samang status if she moves into his house
(patrilocal marriage) and he must pay the double marriage price
(also ; K1_mstadter, 1965 ~ 9).

;
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b) However, when her husband goes to live in her samang
fath er's house (matrilocal marriage) he will not be samang but he
mu st follo w samang rules and customs, give up his former surname
to take on that of his father-in-law 's samang name (without being
one) and, more important than anything else, he must forsake the
worship of the ancestor spirits of his former patrilineal family
and sacrifice from now on to the samang ancestor spirits. On the
other hand he has a great advantage in that he need not pay any
marriage price; people said: "The wife buys him, as it were".
Nai Lu of B.Yaeg, a commoner and a cunning old fox , acted in

L

.-,

this way. He married into a sama11g house in B.:)mphai Luang and is
now the gorid of the commoners in B. Yaeg.
Nai Kham Sug, a commoner from B.Yaeg married the widow of
a samang from B.:)mphai Luang. She was originally an ordinary Lawa,
being a samang only by name. After her first husband's death she went
back to her home-village B. Changm3 N5i. At that time Nai Kham Sug
was a quite well-to-do owner of wulfram-mines, but he was cheated
out of these by a Thai. Nai Kham Sug went to him and shot him and
his son dead; the wife was luckily not in or he would have wiped out the
whole family. For this savage deed be spent five years in Maesariang
prison.
Nai Kham Sug married his wife for love. She came to live in his
house and of course lost her samang status. He had to pay the double
bride price: 13 Rs. (= 130 Bht.) and 10 big hooked silver-money pieces
(= 1000 Bht.), for their form popularly known in Thai as hi ma (~Hill
bitch's genitals. Sris~wasdi, 1963, 180, 183 ). He was obliged to kill one
buffalo (then worth 400. -- Bht., nowadays at least 1000.- Bht.), and one
big pig. Furthermore he had to give to his wife's relatives two chicken
and a bottle of rice-alcohol each (about 10-20 chicken and 5-10 bottles),
altogether be valued his payments at over 3000.- Baht.
Other interesting facts related to the samangs are as follows : In
RPae' they maintained that the samang in all villages must offer one
(or more) fish at every sacrifice. Kunstadter (1965, 43) mentions
that the Changm:) N:)i families living in B.Pa Pae with their own samang
" ~ hare a small meal of steamed fish" after a spirit sacrifice end in~ the
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agricultural ritual. It is perhaps for this connection with the sama11g,
as B.Pae' informants insinuated, that at the bottom of the sheaths of
the silver-daggers produced there is always a fish engraved. On the
other hand everybody may buy such a dagger, and after our visit several
of our men wore them proudly at their belts.
With this I must destroy the dearly held and ubiquitous myth of
B.La' ub being "the only silversmith-village". In B.Pae' there are three
specialists but nearly every man can work silver. Rang Pu Gam told us
that Lawa silversmiths were originally in B.La'ang Nuea, but the last
craftsman there had died. B.La'ub learnt there and B.Pae' in turn from
B.La'ub. Still , at the very beginning, he said, the Lawa learnt this art
from the Khamu'. The headman Phud Tanon of B.Kh3ng is a silversmith who has not practiced for years. However, if asked, he would still
be able to do some work. Generally in the northern villages silverwork from B. Pae' is judged to be better than that of B.La'ub.
Another question relating to the samangs has already been referred to in connection with the erection of nam stone memorials, namely
their more recent replacement by high wooden posts called nam
(Kauffmann, 1971, 138). Nam posts for dead samang are put up in the
four southern samang villages, but they are also known in some northern
ones: in B.Sam (though there are no samangs when a buffalo is sacrificed
at death ), in B.l\1ued L3ng, and formerly in B.G:)g Luang and B.La'ang
Nuea. B.G:)g N5i, B.H:)', and B.Kh5ng have neither nam nor mbueang;
at B.G:)g Luang a small, uncarved so-called nam is put up at the graveend; of B.Pae' reference is lacking; B.La'ang Nuea, B.La'ang Tai and
even the samang village B.La'ub have no nam and to have only a mbueang
erected in these three villages a buffalo must be sacrificed.
About these wooden nam posts there was a great enigma. Obayashi
(1966, 257), who is an excellent observer, found "that on that post at
a distance of 30 em above and below two thin wooden sticks were stuck
in horizontally. Two more similar sticks go out in a direction of 90" to
the afore-mentioned ones, so that a total of four sticks are fixed to the
wooden post" .4 He then relies on SteinmannjRangsit (1939, 172/73)
4) Translation from Japanese to German th~n to En~lish mi~ht have slightl y
altered this citation,
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and promptly takes over their confusion of nam and mbueang. On my
first visit to the nam posts near B.Den there were no sticks protruding;
they must have fallen down from the posts; only on my second visit did
I see some of them. The Law a then said: "The samang revolted against
Khun Luang Wilangka together with his younger brother, and the sticks
inserted into the stdes of the nam posts are the spears they threw upon
him."
On my third visit-just by accident, as the whole structure is very
frail-1 found the following remarkable feature of the ncun, which has
never been accurately recorded namely that (Fig. 2) : there are indeed
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Fig. 2
Schematic graph of a nam po st near B.Den.
(Drawing by Wolfgang Meyn, Munich, from a photograph of the author.)

on its right and left side two sticks each, 30-40 em long and at a distance
in bight of 45-50 em.
Two of the four sticks are not at an angle
of 90', but of 180'. Their ends are cleft and on either side a thin spear,
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50-60 em long, with iron or tin spearhead and spearshoe is squeezed
into the clefts. This time the Lawa sai d: "These spears serve the spirits
of the samang to fight in the other world the spirits of the 'Red Karen'
with whom the ancestors had been warring a long time ago." They
could not specify, but Kunstadter (1965, 3; 1966 A, 65, note 8) explains
that, according to his informants, about 150 years ago the three original
constituent villages of B.Pa Pae united for fear of bands of robbers
from Burma. Their identity is not remembered "but they may have
been B'ghwe Karen (K arenni, i.e. Kayah)", just: Red Karen. This
statement is confirmed by Hallett ( 1890, 30): "The 'muai~g· .... called
Maing Loongyee by the Burmese, and Muang Nium by the Shans 5 is
traversed by war paths leading from Burma to Zimme 6 and Siam ... ; it
was ... subject to frequent inroads of man- stealers from Karenni, an
independent State, which borders the muang on the northwest. Dr. Richardson, who visited Maing Loongyee in 1829 ... found it nearly deserted."
This was about the time the B.Pa Pue constituent villages consolidated,
and it must have been a fearful time for the Lawa. Hallett (1890, 31)
goes on: "When Dr. Cushing passed through the 'muang' in 1870, the
Burmese Shans ... , and Karennis had recommenced their raids into the
country .... These hostilities, la sting nine or ten years, had ceased four
years previous to my visit" (abou t 1884). So after the raids of the
1820's, again in the years from 1870 to 1880 the Karennis carried
their murderous attacks to the cis-Mae Yuam country. Though I am
not aware of any literature on the history of the Kayah (Karenni or Red
Karen, Thai: Yang daeng, uHu'l~ ), I believe that these reports are founded
on facts, especially as there still are descendants of Red Karens living
mixed up with Lawa in B. B5 Luang; they have the family names of M5ng
(Maung) Nan ( K JD ~Jm ) and M3ng Tia' ( 11J cw~ u:) from their great-grandfathers. One of our porters was called Nan Peng M:'Jng Nan ( m.mH ~~
ttiJ!J~unJ). 7

If we take these statements in to account then the spears on the nam
posts presumably are not such an old invention as could have been
assumed from the first story of the B.Den people.
5) today: Mueang Maes ::u iang
6) today: Chiangm a i
7) On the banditry of the Kayah (Red Kare n) in the 19th cen tur y cf. p . 233/34 in:
Charles F. Keyes , "New ev idence on northern Thai frontier history" In me111oriam
Phya Alllll!lan Rajadhon, The Siam Socie ty 1970, 221-250 .

...
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At any rate, it is highly significant that only young men, able to
carry arms and to fight, are allowed to cut and carve the nam posts, and
that old men never perform this activity. This means of course that the
samang are regarded as warriors, which would accord with the fact that
in ancient times all royal leaders, be they M;>n or Thai or Lawa, were
champions of their people not only as absolute reigning kings but more so
as heroes at the forefront of the battle-line. Seidenfaden ( 1921, 46) remarks
that the ancient Lawa "set up a dynasty in Chieng Sen (A.D. !057). One
of the rulers of this dynasty was a famous Khun Chuang, a mighty warrior
who extended his sway to Luang Prabang and the border of Annam, and
his praise is still sung by local bards in the middle Mekhong valley. But
not many generations after, the Lawa were entirely subjugated by the
vigorous Thai streaming down from Yunnan's plains and hills." He
adds (1921, 47): "The Lawa of the 11th and 12th centuries were- at least
in Northern Siam-not an entirely barbarous people; they showed a warlike
spirit and possessed also some social organization." My idea is that the
samang, then still recognized princes of royal blood, after the defeat at
the hands of the M3n army of Haripunjaya (Lamphun ), when their people
were scattered in all directions, were the military, religious and custompreserving leaders of small groups. Of these, after a long period of
wandering and hardship, some finally settled down in the hills where
they are still living today.
Not quite in accordance with this fighting spirit of the original
samang, which I have suggested, are the follo wing expositions:
Obayashi (!964, 212, note 17 ) and Kunstadter (1966 A, 68, note 12)
compare the big samang of the Lawa to the xJmja (pronounced choemia)
of the La met in Laos. Are these two words related in some way? I do
not dare to venture into their etymology. At any rate, Izikowitz ( 1951,
112/13) describes the xJmia as "priest of sacrifice", of whom there is
only one in each village. "His office is hereditary in the male li ne. If
he has no sons, his office goes over to one of his nephews on his brother's
side" . He must "perform all the sacrifices made to the different spirits
of the village", and also see to order, "so that the village spirits are not
disturbed". He decides which day s are propitious for sacrifices, and "he
must always be consulted first in everything that takes place within ....
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the village". Especially "when new houses are to be built .... or when a
new village is to be founded, it is the priest of sacrifice who officiates as
'building committee'." [t might be that in this there is a trace of the
'village founder' who plays a role in the megalithic complex (Steinmann/
Rangsit, 1939, 165; Kauffmann 1971, 141), though elsewhere there are
no known megalithic traits in Lamet culture. Whatever the case may
be, it seems to me that the samang and the xamia of these linguistically
and also culturally related peoples have developed along very similar lines.

2. Lam
The most detailed evidence again comes from Kunstadter ( 1965,
9/10; 1966 c, 2/3):
"Six groups within the population of Ban Pa Pae ... have maintained
their identity as descent groups ... : the samangs, and the descendants of
settlers from the villages of Mo Pae, Mo Hong, Mo Pan, Chang Maw,
and La-up. The first four village groups are each supposed to have a
religious leader, known as a lam, who bas an assistant. The lam is the
oldest man born into his village group, and his assistant, who will
succeed him at his death, is the next oldest man from that village group.
Lams should be present for all important ceremonies (the communal
agricultural rites, weddings, house-building, funerals), but it is not
necessary that any particular lam preside at any particular ritual- the
ceremonies for a Mo Hong man's house may be supervised by the lam
from Mo Pae or Chang Maw, for example.
At the present time the office of lam for the Mo Pan group is
vacant, because the incumbent has been converted to ~hristianity. He
still participates in ceremonies to the extent of singing traditional songs,
and sharing in the sacrificial meal and rice liquor, but he no longer
conducts sacrifices or appeals to spirits. The second oldest man .... who
should be the lam of Mo Pan, has made a matrilocal marriage to a Mo
Hong woman (thereby becoming a member of Mo Hong), and is therefore ineligible to be a lam."
He adds (1966 C, 3): "The lams of the land-owning constituent
villages also have first choice of land in the swidden area after the
samang . .. has taken his choice ... Members of constituent villages which
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do not have land must pay a small fee (one bottle of rice liquor) to the
lam of the land-owning constituent for the privilege of cultivating there."
Finally Kunstadter ( 1966 A, 70) states: "Lam receive a special portion
(usually a section of the head) of water buffaloes which are sacrificed
for some of the communal agricultural ceremonies.
They also are
assigned a seat of honor when visiting a house."
From all this we can see that the lams in B.Pa Pae are the oldest
men and the religious leaders of their original constituent village, and
that their successors are the next oldest men. So it is age here, not
blood , that makes a tam. I cannot find anything in Kunstadter's text
that would indicate a hereditary position of the tams, while Obayashi
(1964, 204) has affirmed: "In La Ub three hereditary status-ranks obtain",
of which the second one are the tams. Of this village he also says that
"the samang and lam play a leading part in ... animal sacrifices" (1964,
205); this is in accordance with Kunstadter's statements for B.Pa Pae.
Now two questions arise: 1) Are the rams hereditary and a second
rank between the samangs and the commoners, and 2) What are their
religious functions ?
The idea of lam becomes quite controversial if we look at other
villages, where we asked for them all along our way. In B.La'ub the
tams were said to be originally, i.e. since Khun Luang Wilangka's times,
the assistants (one informant in B.La'ub even called them serfs) of the
samangs. When the big samang wants to offer a bull for the village, he
sends out tams to announce the day of the sacrifice and to collect money
(e.g. one thaeb = 1 Rs. = 10 Bht.) from every house which the l'ams will
deliver to the samang. This old office of lam was said "to stay in the
family," so it would be hereditary (cf. B.B5 Luang below).
On the other hand in B.La' ub there are three headman-assistants
(Thai: phii chuai, ~~1~ = "helping men") who are also called /'am, and
everywhere in the northern villages where they speak of lam they
designate by this word the phu chuai. These tams being simple Lawa of
no rank, in B.La' ub they doubted that even in B.Pa Pae real tam of the
above description are to be found. Indeed, the l'ams in B.Pa Pae have
j:}ardly much to do with the anci~nt office of the saman!J's announcer or
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herald; they became prominent elders when the constituent villages
united.
In B.:::>mphai Luang, the leading samang village, there are no tams
(also: Obayashi 1964, 204), and even the headman-assistants are not
called so. Under the head ma nship of Nai Ping Chumphut, residing in
B.Yaeg, every section of the Umphai-group now has a gae bcm (ununl =
village elder) with responsibilities in his own right; he is assisted by a

phu chuai.
In B.Sam there is no l"iim. In B.La'ang Nuea a lam is the same as
a phu chuai; he is chosen by the headman and, as the phu chuai everywhere,
does not receive remuneration, only being exempt from paying taxes.
The /'iim's name in this village is Nai Singh Aikhun (UluaH; li'w~u). In B.
Dong there are four phu chuai, occasionally also called lorn.
Quite interesting is the case in B. B:J Luang: Khun A'Eingpagwaeng
is a real tam. The title Khun was certainly bestowed on him by King
Rama V or VI, so it is quite modern. In B.B5 Luang they call him

.

.

Khun A 'l3ngpagw<teng phil pra'gad ('liu!lt<1!l~~mmtltbtnm), i.e. the
'announcer' (cf. also Srisawasdi 1963, 161 : The ancestor of this lineage
has become an ore-mine spirit). Khun Kraisri Nimmanahaeminda (1965,
II, 235, 236) translates 111m as herald.
The above two questions have not been resolved to our satisfaction. Apparentiy there was originally a third hereditary social stratum
between the samangs and the commoners, which was concerned with
certain religious activities. A former division into three classes seems to
be confirmed in the translation given by Nimmanahaeminda ( 1965, II, 236)
of the B:> Luang tha (m = silver-plate grant). The chief mentioned in it
was appointed by the Prince of Chiengmai, just as nowadays a Chief of
the Sg3-Karen is residing in B.H3ng (u. ~~!l~).
The Prince of Chiengmai
who accorded the grants about the middle of the 19th century ordered:
"The Chief. .. will render his judgment according to law. Let theleaders
behave as leaders should behave. Let the lam (herald) behave as the lam
should behave. Let the common people behave as the common people
should behave." If we read samang for 'leaders' we come to what nowadays is only traceable to B.Pa Pae and B.La' ub (cf. Table 3: only in these
two villa~es are /'iim families still Iivinl?,), while in tbe porthern villages a
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lam is nothing more than a chosen headman-assistant. We might find the

reason for this in the earlier mentioned decline of Lawa culture in the
north.
fn short notes, Obayash i ( l 964, 212, note 18) and Kunstadter (1966
A, 70, note 15) have already referred to the frequent occurrence of the
word lam (lenz) in neighbouring regions. I give here all the instances in
the literature I could find :
Izikowit z ( 1951, 16) writes of the Lamet : "A very important

r

.·

group of men in a position of great power, are the richest men of the
village, the so-called /em, that is, the owners of a number of bronze
drums and buffalos. This group of men can almost be considered
as a sort of 'nobility', in spite of the fact that the lem status is not necessarily hereditary. A man who has become rich enough can be classed as
lem ." They also have some minor privileges, but, as Kunstadter already
remarked, for the lam in B. Pa Pae there is no wealth requirement.
Though the Pa Pae la m and the Lamet !em seem to be quite different,
still it cannot be overlooked that both peoples have two classes with
rath er similar sounding names and, in the case of samang and chamia,
with a certain resemblance of functions.
Deydier (Par is 1954, 88/89) has written of the village U Nuea in
northernmost Laos: A lam " is a kind of hill fief given to a notable Tai
Lue by the lord. It serves as an intermediary between the people of his
fief and the local administration". Naturally he will get many profits
from this, but he also "must protect the people of his 'lam', and when
they come down to the valley, they go directly to the Pho lam (father of
the lam) to be fed and hou sed" .
Among the White Tai of Lai Chau in Upper Tongking a minor
sorcerer, the M1 Lam, knows the ritual songs, and when a buffalo is
sacrificed for a dead man, "the M1 Lam tells the history of the past
generations" ( 1954, 206) .
Finally here is a short extract of the extensive rites of the Lao
described by me (Kauffmann, 1968, 300), based on the research of Charles
ArchaimbaultB : at ceren:ionies in honour of the tutelary spirits of the
8) My bes t thanks are du e to M. Charles Archaimbault of the Ecole Fran ~aise
d'Extr eme Orient in Bangkok , memb er of the Siam Society, who has kindly
~i ven me t he f1,1ll te xt of these ceremonies.
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village B.Koeun near Turctlco m, 80 km north of Wiengjan (Vientiane),
women , so-called media, are interposing between spirits and men. "The
four media of low rank, who are considered to be the secretaries (lam) of
the great spirits" perform the rites.
There we have the lam as secretaries, a concept perhaps not so far
from 'announcer' or 'herald'. If we look over the various and partly
very different meanings of lam (or le111) in an area comprising Laos and
northern Thailand we cannot but suppose that there must be some relation between them. Perhaps we might conceive of them as mediating
between higher positioned powers and the ordinary people.
3.

Tonhid

SteinmannfRangsit ( 1939, 167) said: When the sacrificial buffalo
for the powerful village spirit Pi-Sapait is tethered to the sagang post,
"the village elder implores the spirit to accept the offering . . . As the
Lawa do not have real shamans or medicine-men, it is the village elder
who performs the conjuration" . To the contrary, Funke (1960, 142)
remarked: "The cognizance of the sacrificial sermons to be uttered at the
ritual immola tion of animals is part of the village sorcerer's knowledge
who also hands down the legends of descent of the Umpai Lawa."
Steinmann/Rangsit, who by 'village elder' certainly understood the
samang, are only right insofar as the Lawa have no shamans. The sole
known exception, told by Khun Sucbat, is a woman in B.B3 Luang, Nang
Bau Phuangmalai (uwu1 vn~lJll1~v ). She is a witch-doctor who falls into a
trance and then speaks with the voice of the spirit in question. Kunstadter (1965, 46) also relates of spirit doctors in La'ub whose practices
seem very shaman-like : "such men are able to diagnose illnesses ... by
leaving their bodies and talking with the spirits". Then he remarks
( 1965, 4 7) : " There is no one at Pa Pae who is considered to be a medical
specialist (m"5 phi) although there are three men with big reputations as
curers at La-up, and many Karen doctors in various nearby villages.
Among the Lua' such specialists should be neither sarnangs nor lams."
(See photograph of Karen doctors practising in B. Pa Pae in Kunstadter
1966 B, 152). These men should be given a fee of two baskets, one
bundle of thread, one bottle of rice liquor, one liter of husked rice and
10-20 Baht. If successful, the patient honours the doctor with a he~c;!-
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washing ceremony = dam hua. Apart from B.Pa Pae I think that probably
in all villages there is a man we could call medicine-man or sorcerer or
spirit-doctor (Thai: mJ phi, HlJll~).

.

This is also confirmed by Obayashi ( 1964 B, point 3 of his typed
MS.) who describes an act of healing by sorcery in B.La'ub: "The river
spirit can cause muscle aches. I saw a woman sitting in a porch who
suffered pains in the shoulder and knees. A medicine-man holding an
egg in his right hand rubbed gently with it over her head. While murmuring he broke open the upper end of the egg, took off fragments of
the eggshell and poured the contents in a vessel to examine it closely.
The medicine-man showed the egg to an old man sitting there. The egg
had an 'eye', which pointed to a river spirit. The n;edicine-man opined
that the river spirit was cross with the ·woman because she had done
something evil to him. He advised her to kill a white and a red chicken
and to take them together with a bottle of rice liquor to the stream while
being accompanied by three men. There she should make her offering
to the river spirit."
I learned that the water-spirit gets most upset with a woman who
washes her clothes stained with menstrual blood in the rivulet. He
punishes such a woman by making her sterile. In the often narrated
story of the magical contest between the Law a king Khun Luang Wilangka
and the M5n queen of Haripunjaya, Chama Thevi, it was always repeated
that she weakened him by sending a cap made from her skirt as a gift.
But the essential part was not told, i.e. that this cloth was soaked with
her menstrual blood, a most powerful and fatal charm (informant : Phra'
Thawi,

wm1~,

in Chiangmai).

On my first visit to B.:Jmphai Luang the samangs were not conspicuous but there was an omnipresent man whom they called at that time
'sa' /'a' (ll':lHh), a Shan word also used in northern Thailand and meaning
'expert' (Thai : chang ~H). Obayashi whom I had told about this man was
amazed not to find any 'sa' /'Zi' when he went there. No wonder, as the
use of this word was a consequence of misunderstanding and bad
interpretation. Next time I found out that in the Umphai group the
customary designation of this man is gorid (kho'r'id,gauhi d); in B.La'ub he
is called phuirid (Rangsit 1942/45, 701: phiii=human being).
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The North Thai word is ton hid, li'u~01 (ton, 1i'11 = a trunk, stalk, but also:
beginning, source; and hid=ttd=preserver of old customs and usages).
A tonhzd is said to be responsible for the observation and preservation of
old customs. In B.:)mphai Luang the tonhid indicates what sacrifices
will be performed and when, but from B.Den over B.Yaeg to B.:)mphai
Luang all three touhid are samang. So it is clear that vvith the exception
of death-rites the important ceremonies are implemented by the samangtonhid. These exist also in B.B3 Luang (Srisawasdi 1963, 161, 163).
In B.:)mphai Luang they explained tha t anyone can be a
gorid-he need not be a samang; we already heard that the gorid Nai Lu
is a commoner. It is this commoner-gorid who arranges the paraphernalia for a burial, who makes the thread-squares to be hung up at the
grave and who performs the sacrifices connected with the death-rites.
Also it is he who acts as medicine-man and treats sick persons. He tries
to find out which spirit caused the illness and then works by magic means
and by offering to these spirits. These spirit-doctors are quite a special
kind of people; for each of their services they get 15 Baht.
When a sarnang dies in B.La'ub the phuirzd must be called. The
same is true in B.:)mphai Luang and in B.Pa Pae (see p. 261) and
certainly in all villages where samang live; the samaugs are not allowed
to have anything to do with death-ceremonies and burial. In B.La'ub
the phuirid must be a lam; this again indicates that the tams in this village
have a rank for themselves. Stili, our informant in 1963/64, the phuirid
Nai Lug (1~n) was at the same time phu chuai of the then headman Nai
Bun Som (~ !)lulJ) who was later killed when hunt ing a wounded bear;
t wo of his men were also badly hurt on this ill-fated enterprise.
The samang in B.La'ub hold their sacrifices by 'themselves wit h their
ownjau ngau ( ~nm ) and ta'nog (1'1~1~ n ). These are the designations in
the north for the tonhid directing the sacred actions and the sacrificer to
the spirits upon an altar (dyung), murmuring prayers all the while.
Sometimes jau ugau and ta'nog are one and the same man, as in La'ang
Tai where the wmang Nai La'mu is jau ngau and ta'nog for his one-housegroup called samang praem. He makes all offerings for it by himself.
The following are some remarks on the tonhid (gorld) or ji:iu ngiiu
and the ta'nog from B.Tun up north:
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B. Tun: Nang Sug Kha-ai ( !m~il m!l·w), the mother of the headman
Un Khamjan, is gor·id, the headman is ta'nog.
B.Sam: When performing ceremonies the gorid wears a long white
shirt in rough cotton fabric (Lawa: pindie) which must be woven by a
virgin, a category of person regarded as sacred in many belief systems
and "is looked at as endowed with apotropaeic power" (Sarasin, 1934,
139). In former times this shirt served also as garment for corpses.
B.G;)g N5i : The headman G5n Banyayom of this samang village
1s jau ngctU of a family group.
B.H;)': Nai Peng is jau ngau of the yong-g:J' group; he leads its
ceremonies while the headman Run Khunwong is ta'nog of the same
group and offers to the spirits.
B.G;)g Luang: Each of the two groups yong y'iag and yong khrJ'
has its fau ngau and its ta'nog.
v

B.Pae': The go rid and spirit-doctor (m'5 ph'i) is Nai Nan ( u11).
When a samang on the advice of the jau ngau must offer a brown dog to
the stair-spirit (Thai: phi bandai, ~u-H1~) to take an illness off an inmate,
he must ask an ordinary Lawa to perform the sacrifice. Here also samangs
are forbidden to eat dog meat (and roe) as it is 'low' (cf. p. 258).
B.La'ang Nuea: The jau ngau is a woman: Nang Piang (uw~v~ ) is
about 50 years old and unmarried. If she dies without children the
people will choose somebody from her family. It is she who makes
known when a rite has to be performed. The execution lies in the hands
of the ta'nog who is the headman Bau Khamhuean.
Concluding the section on social ranks, we see that all prominent
men of the Lawa are religious leaders in some way or other. Even the
headmen who are primarily fun ctionaries of the state often hold a
leading or executive position in this respect. Where there are samang,
the big samang is, as a rule, responsible for the major ceremonies. He
also is the tonh'id, the preserver of ancient customs. In B.Pa Pae and
B.La'ub he is assisted by the lams.

(.J

In the northern villages without samang the religious leader and
The man who on his directions kills and offers
tl1e sacrificial animals is the ta'11og or sacrificer.
It is remarkable that

tonhid is the jau 11gau.
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among the tonhzd, be he called gor'id as in B. Tun or jau ngau as in B.La'ang
Nuea, we find two women, a fact which throws light on the respected
position of women in Lawa society.
(

Finally, the performance of death-rites and of magic actions and
sacrifices to soothe evil spirits which strike people with illness is the
task of a medicine-man, commonly also called gor'id.

D. Some religious items
1.

Nyoe' niii

Perhaps one might call this a 'ritual bouse' which corresponds to
Kunstadter's 'ceremonial house' (I at or nja iiju, 1965, 41 ). His expression
'communal ceremonial building' (1965, 30) conveys even better the
idea of its function in ceremonial activities, especially in death rites;
it is however also used as a guest house by the whole community so
the term 'community house' would also be appropriate in this context.
Obayashi ( 1966, 24 7) speaks of the nyu-yun in B.Pa Pae as of an assembly
house "which one rather could call a 'hall of ceremonies' as it is said
that food is brought there for the dead". Srisawasdi (1963, 179) also
calls it a 'house of ceremonies' but at the same time (1963, 177, 179) a
'spirit house' assuming that it is the abode of the great village spirit.
Similarly, Holladay says "spirit bouse" but also uses the very unsuitable
word 'temple' (Seidenfaden 1940, 30). In the north this house is indeed
the abode of the important nyoe' nyu spirit sabaig.
The designation of the nyoe' nyu as an 'assembly' or 'meeting'
house (SteinmannjRangsit 1939,165, 167:yu;Rangsit )945,496; Obayashi
1964,201,205 and 1966,247,253/54) I found was rejected in theUmphai
group; there people were said to assemble in front of the ritual house,
never in it.
Still, Kunstadter (1967, 7), speaking of B.Pa Pae, also calls it "a
building just outside the village which is used for village meetings and
as the site for the next village-wide ceremony", and (1967, 13): "a
meeting of all the men is held at the /at in the morning". With this
information from Kunstadter we can conclude that what he calls the
'ceremonial house' is also used as an 'assembly house'. Only it is difficult
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to see how the many men of a whole village could scramble into this
rather small and much delapidated bouse where our few men hardly had
enough breathing space- perhaps it bas been repaired since our stay in
1964. I suppose that only the elders enter the house and that the ·mass
of the villagers squat outside. As an exception, in the south, there is
yet a second and smaller nyoe' nyu in the western part of B.Pa Pae across
the rivulet. It is for the people whose ancestors once came from
B.Changm3 N5i and who are led by their own samang.
Usually the northern Lawa have in their villages_ more than one
nyoe' nyu belonging to different family groups or sections. They are
much smaller than in the south and are in such bad repair that they
cannot be used as guest-houses, although rites are still performed in the
most decayed ones. In the northern villages guests must stay in the
porch of the headman's house even if they should like to settle down in
a bigger or nicer house because be is the represent::.tive both of the
village and of the Thai government.
With the exception of B.Dong everywhere the nyoe' nyu are built
on very low wooden posts, generally not more than 60 em high, as
there are no domestic animals housed below them. Elsewhere the village
houses are 1.60-1.80 m from the ground above the pigsties and hen-houses.
In every nyoe' nyu, even in the tiniest ones, there is one fire-place,
1-1.20 m square, and sunk about 10 em into the bamboo floor; it is
covered with sand and ashes, and in the centre are three stones or an
iron tripod for putting on pots. There the meat of the animals, usually
sacrificed on the ground below, will be cooked.
A great difference between south and no1:th is that in the south,
except in B.Pa Pae where I cannot remember having seen the like, the posts
and rafters inside the nyoe' nyu are copiously carved, but never in the
north.

(See section on "Art")

Another outstanding feature of the southern villages is that ·in the
village place before the nyoe' nyu the double sagangs, carved beautifully
in their upper part, are rammed into the ground. In the north there is
no plaza (a very serviceable word used by Obayashi). The nyoe' 11yu
are more or less outside the villages and, near them, thick and stumpy
sin~le sagangs, much shorter than in the south, are put up.
Thes<;
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northern sagangs, cut off flat on top, have no board-like carved upper
part but only some simple figures incised around them.
Everywhere the sagangs serve for tethering the buffaloes and bulls
to be sacrificed at the (nowadays very rare) big community ceremonies.
Pictures for comparison of the saga.ngs will be provided in the section
on "Art". A provisional list of publications where photographs of saga11gs
can be found is given below9.
In the following notes I shall describe the nyoe' nyu with their
appertaining sacrificial posts village by village.
Ban Den

The nyoe' nyu is on the left-hand when entering the village from
At the first post inside one
notices the fine carving of a big rosette. To the right side of the entrance
steps the short ng'iu and a few metres farther away a double sagang are

B. Yaeg. It is still in quite good condition.

9) Steinmann / Rangsi t 19 39, 166, Abb . 1 : "Wooden post for the Ta-Yuang (at)
Umpai."
167,
2: Sagang on the village place of Umpai
(Good picture showing three spearheads.)
3: "Village place of Umpai ... c) short
168,
unadorned post for the Ta - Yuang. d)
Long carved double posts for the PiSapait."
170,
5: Various types of carved posts for bull
sacrifices from three villages of the
Umpai-group.
Rangsit 1945, 49 3 : Sacrificial post on the village place of B. Tiin.
494: The sacrificial posts of Umpai.
Funke 1960, 141 : Sacrificial posts for buffaloes in Umpai.
143 : Carved post for pig sacrifice. (This is not correct, the carved
posts are for buffalo or bull sacrifices only.)
Plaza of La'ub with two of the three sagangs.
Obayashi 1964, Fig. l
Fig. 4 : One of the three ritual houses at B.La'ub, to the left
of the entrance an offering post called ngiu.
Fig. 10: Carved post for buffalo sacrifice at B.Pa Pae. This
sagang is said to have been brought down from
B.Changm5 Noi.
Fig. II : "Phallic post for buffalo-sacrifice" at B.La'ub.
(According to the informants there is no trace of
phallism in Lawa culture.)

.
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standing, a so-called sagang lui. It consists of round posts, not carved,
with only one incised line toward the top. Between sagang lui and ngiu
a sacred guava tree (Law a : mamut, Thai : ton jarang, li'uf.ll~) is planted,
closed in by a protective fence made out of four bamboo halves. We did
not find out the real significance of that tree but as I have seen a fence
of the same kind of tree in B.:Jmphai Luang, adorned with tufts of raw
cotton, one can be sure that it plays a role in offering ceremonies.

Ban Yaeg

The nyoe' nyu, just at the boundary to B.:Jmphai Luang, measures
8x5 m; the walls, made from boards, are only 1 m high so that the smoke
can escape between them and the roof.

The house is in a very good

state and perfectly serviceable for guests.

The entrance is on the long

side to the right (east) over four steps.

Three or four boards running

the length of the room are laid on girders, and upon them are deposited
the skulls of sacrificial buffaloes and cattle; still, on our stay there was
only one jaw-bone.

•.

On a frame over the fire-place near the entrance are put, parallel
to the narrow side of the house, two huge drums, 2 m long and 50 em ¢.
They are made from wood and covered over at both sides with cattle
hide, and never with buffalo hide as some authors have said. In the
Umphai group the larger drum is called the husband and the other
one his wife.
If somebody dies they are beaten with thick wooden
drum-sticks, about 15 em long; it is strictly forbidden to beat them at
any other time as it would bring death to the village. At the same time
or alternating with the drums a big gong of first class bell metal, about
70 em ¢, is beaten; it drowns by far the hollow sound of the drums which
does not reach very far as the drums' hide thongs are never stretched
(in short, there is no sign of care for the drums). As a matter of fact,
except in the ritual houses of B.Yaeg and B.:Jmphai Luang there is hardly
anywhere a drum with its hide on, and many of them have even gone to
pieces,
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Unlike the above statement Srisawasdi ( 1963, 179) writes: "One
beats on drum and gong to invite the village spirit" at a big sacrifice,
and Kunstadter (1965, 3) remarks that formerly the constituent villages
of B.Pa Pae could summon aid from one another "by beating on the large
drums which each village had".
In front of the ritual house at B.Yaeg there is only a simple uncarved
double sagang lui, and a low ngiu near the entrance.
Biin :Jmphai Luang

There are three drums in the nyoe' nyu, a rare case. The biggest
drum, 2.30 m long and 60 em ¢, lies farthest to the west.
Informants
called it the eldest brother, and the other ones, 2 m long and 50 em rjJ as
in B. Yaeg, the younger and youngest brother. Other informants said it
is the husband with two wives which sounds less plausible as the Lawa
are known to practice strict monogamy and even to mock at the Thai
who, they are aware, may take more than one wife. On the occasion of
death I saw only the big and the middle drum beaten but this certainly
was quite accidental, just as Obayashi ( 1966, 254 ), observing a man
beating the gong with his left hand, must just have met with a left-bander.
In all this there apparently lies no importance whatsoever.
Most spectacular in B.:::>mphai Luang is the display of sacrificial
posts on the large area in front of the nyoe' nyu which is situated on
a slight hill in S.E.- N.W. direction (Fig. 3 ). About 8 m from the
entrance are the thick ngzu, about 1.20 m high. According to Steinmann/
Rangsit (1939, 165) they are used for pig sacrifices to the Ta-Yuang.
On the other hand, we were told that pigs are never sacrificed at the ngiu,
only a white cock simultaneously with a big buffalo sacrifice at the
sagang; the blood of the cock is then smeared on the ngiu serving as
altar.
5 m to the south of the ngiu stands the sagang lui, about 3 m high, a
double post without decorations, and 5 m west of it the main double post,
the sagang la' (= big post). It is 3-4 m high, thinned at its upper end to
to be board-like and there beautifully carved. This arrangement of three
pairs of posts is unique. The three Changm3 villages and B. Tiin farther
north as well as B.Dong have the carved sagang Ia' but no sagan~ lui;

-·
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B.Den and B. Yaeg have a sagang lui but no sagang Ia'. The ng'iu is to be
met with more or less everywhere but often in differing forms and called
by other names; it is never spoken of as 'sagang' ngiu, but just plainly as
ng'iu.
In ::>mphai Luang they asserted tha t whilst erecting a new sagang
a live chick must be stamped into the hole. The double posts are to
stand very close as if "bitten together" (Thai: gadgan, noHi'u).
The
little squares forming rings around the sagang Ia' (and the mbueang
posts for the dead) are called sai.
Ba11 Chii11gmJ Mari:Jd

The nyoe' nyi.i is situated on the northeastern side of the plaza. It
is slightly damaged and from the outside two big drums, still with hides,
.are visible. On it a sagang Ia' is standing, the carvings of which are quite
different from those usually met with in the Umphai group; we shall revert
to this later (under "Art"). In front of the ritual house is a little guava
tree with its bamboo enclosure and 2 m farther on the ngiu.
Biiu Cltumgm'j N3i

The nyoe' nyu is built somewhat isolated to the west of the village.
It does not show signs of decay. Inside are good carvings of lizards on
its posts. On the left side of the entrance the ngiu with a stout headpart is standing, with the sagang Ia' about 20m in front of the house.
Bun C/zimgm'fl Luang

The nyoe' nyu of this village is situated at its southern end where
the path starts in the direction of B. La'ub. It has fallen badly into ruin
but just here the best carvings of allnyoe' nyu are to be found. Nobody
knows who executed them and nobody is able to repeat such good
work. The carved posts of both of the narrow sides of the house are
1.60 m high and 20 em wide. Their figures (lizards etc.) are in 6 em
high relief. The cross-beams carved on their lower sides are 4 m long,
30 em wide and 4 em deep, a central ridge 5 em. high protrudes along
the whole length, and both sides of this ridge are carved.
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In this ritual house which has its ngiu with an enclosed guava tree to
the left of the entrance, there are two big drums- without hides. The
people said laughingly, in case of death they now drum on the wooden
edges ! Should the people wish to cover their drums anew with cow
hide which, if need be, they easily could buy from the Karen, a buffalo
must be sacrificed to the phi ngyuang (village spirit) and this, they bluntly
said, is too expensive.
The sagang Ia', again with special carving patterns, is standing
about 20m from the ritual house in the middle of the broa-d village road.

Him Tim

The nyoe' nyu, 10 x 5 m, in the old part of the village, rebuilt after
a devastating fire in 1963 (seep. 250), is situated at the eastern side of
the village road in front of the headman's house. Nai Un Khamjan, a
somewhat difficult character, did not like my climbing up into the shaky
edifice and warned I would have to pay for every board I broke. Nothing
happened; I photographed the big lizards on each of the two main posts,
carved by Nai Gu' Nebud and Nai So' Pupla.
These men are the
only living artists in wood-carving whose names are known in the Lawa
hills.
•_,

There are two big drums in this ritual house and just in front of it
the ngiu; 10m farther on is the double sagang Ia', its upper part carved a
bit differently from B.::>mphai Luang and on the whole rather thinner.
Going up north this is the last double sagang Ia' carved in its upper part.
From now on there are only single and uncarved sagangs.
A legend of how the double sagang in the south came about is told
by SteinmannjRangsit (1939, 171) : "A demon, Rai Puen Oit, residing on
a near mountain, is said to have shot an arrow on the sacrificial post,
apparently single in former times, and split it into two; since then two
posts are put up, as people cannot know which one of the two halves of
the split spirit post the mighty village spirit Pi-Sapait has chosen as his
abode."
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Biin Sam

This village is separated from B. Tun and is not easily reached from
the southern Lawa on account of the heavy jungle. Such a separation
has certainly contributed to many socio-religious items in the north being
quite different from those in the south. Here we first meet with the division
into several nyoe' nyu groups so typical of the northern Law a. From here
on also there are no more carvings in the rather small ritual houses.

In B.Sam there are four l"iid (here said for nyoe' nyu) originally
with three big drums each; male and female drums are unknown. In
sequence of their seniority the ritual houses are:
1. yong praem (praem=oldest)

for only :

1 house

This is the oldest ritual house standing at the
lowest point of the village. In front of it
the only still standing sagang, totally rotten,
is leaning against a tree. Only two drums
are left, of which one is broken.
2.

yong alangmu (in which we stayed), 100m
north of 3.

for : 8 houses

3.

yong b{3ng, in the south of the village.
Here stood the houses of the yong b/5ng section
which were transferred to the northern part
of the village. The nyoe' nyu was rebuilt on
the old spot, and it still belongs to the yong
b/3ng.

for : 2 houses

4.

yong mulanghoen. The three drums have no
more hides. Only in front of this nyoe' nyu
is a post called sabaig standing. It is 80 em
high and at its top bas a diameter of 20 em.
There are two smaller posts 20 em to the left
and 25 em to the right put up as 'guardians '
(Fig. 4).

· for: 20 houses

Every year after harvest a female pig is
killed in the nyoe' nyu, then some of it is
offered to the three posts below by putting

Fig. 5

Altar fo r the spirit of a ritual house in B.Sam.
(Drawing b y Shudhi )

['
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it on the sabaig post and smearing blood on
the two 'guardians'. All four nyoe' tzyu receive
their sacrifice on the same day. At the ritual
houses of the yong 1.-3. an altar is erected,
made of kho yu' (Lawa: kho=tree), for trmg
ng"J (phi sabaig), the nyoe' nyu spirit. To these
altars cotton flocks are fixed to symbolize
stars, and from each of the four altar branches
a thread hangs down with a leaf and a cotton
tuft representing a flower (Fig. 5). On the
sacrificial day strict village closure is ordained, indicated by talaeos (signs made of
open woven bamboo laths) at the roads
entering the village; these must be put up
by a young bachelor. No villager is allowed
to leave the village, no foreigner to enter it.
Anyone who in spite of this prohibition
trespasses must pay four thaeb (rupies), but
this, they said, has never happened. Once a
group of people from Maejaem had to camp
one day outside but they were provided with
food and water by the villagers.
In Ban Sam all of the 31 houses are in a section possessing a nyoe'

nyu.

This is not at all the case in other northern villages.

Once there existed single sagangs but they are not in use. Two of
them can still be seen, one of which is mentioned above under 1. The
second one has been reduced in the upper village to a simple beam half
buried in the ground to keep the earth from falling into the terrace dug
as a working place for two sawers (seep. 251 ). Once it was cut squarely
on top, and now the traces of some rings formerly engraved can still be
seen.

The oldest family has long wanted to put up a new sagang but

they pretend "to have no time". The costs would be high: one buffalo
and one cattle bull from each of the four sections; they estimate a total
90st of more than 4000 Baht!
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Ban Miietl L5ng

There is one nyoe' nyu left about 50 m to the west of the village.
In earlier times there existed three until the people of two village sections
emigrated to the lowlands. There are no drums, only a gong, "because
the ancestors had no drums either". On the west side of the nyoe' nyu
are two altars (dy7mg sa.baig) for the nyoe' nyu spirit which replace the
ng"iu of the southern Lawa. Inside there are two hase tied to the main
posts; they are the same as elsewhere, the yang 'achok for the house
spirit, i.e. thin bamboos with a little basket for offerings attached to them.
At the yearly sacrifice to the phi sabaig (nyoe' nyu spirit) two pigs are
tethered to these posts, then killed by an unmarried man who sticks
them in their right chests, and very little of the meat cooked above is
offered to the spirit upon the two altars (dyong sabaig).
If somebody dies the gorid must go to the nyoe' nyu and tell the
phi sabaig that one of his people has passed away and also how long the
corpse will be kept in the house.
10m to the west of the nyoe' nyu a single sagang is standing for the
buffalo sacrifice. It is about 2.20 m high with a diameter of 20 em; the
top is cut straight off. Below the upper end there are deep engravings:
alternately a circular hole and a cross (made up of five squares, as in the
Swiss flag). Somewhat below, a kind of rolls, about 2 em high and
composed of small squares, ring the post; first there is one single roll,
deeper down four rolls, and at the lowest point again one single roll.
Biin G:Jg N5i

There are four nyoe' nyu for lineages or family-names, of which a
small one is at the western village entrance. One of them belongs to
the samang line. Kunstadter (1966 c, 3) explains: "The samang lineage,
which is exogamous within the community where it resides, is not
considered to be a part of any constituent village." So in the north a
separate nyoe' nyu is required for them.
In two of the ritual houses there is still a drum, but in the life-time

of the headman they have never been beaten,

~·

"

Fig. 6

Indented a ltars (dyong sabaig ) for the spirit of a ritual house (its roof to the right) in B.G::>g Noi.
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Close to the nyae' nyu, sabaig altars (here they said sambaig) are
erected for the nyae' nyu spirit; the indentations on the sticks supporting
the bamboo laths for putting on the offerings are said to be pure decoration (Fig. 6). Indeed, at some altars the carving is very superficially done,
and at others even completely lacking.
In about October/November, before harvest, in every nyae' nyu two
pigs, a male and a female, are sacrificed.
There is no sagang in the village.

The village has no samang.

I. yang g:J'.

•.

There are four groups :

It owns the only still standing nyae'nyu.
The headman Run Khunwong acts as its
ta'nag, offering as such to the spirits.
The jau ngiiu, conducting the group's
ceremonies, is Nai Peng.

for :

5 houses

2. yang yueag. Its families have come from B.Thuan,
once Lawa, now Karen (seep. 241).

for :

5 houses

3. yang ga'.

for :

3 houses

4. Without nyae' nyu

13 houses

For the nyae' nyu spirit phi sabaig of yang g:J' ; two pigs are sacrificed
in March every three years. For 2. and 3., the nyae' nyu of which
have broken down, there are no more sacrifices. A group wanting to
build a new nyae' nyu must sacrifice two buffaloes and two chickens from
every house to the phi sabaig. There is no sagang.
The last buffalo
sacrifice took place when the headman was still a child (cf. p. 261 for
B.Pae' ).

Ban Kh?mg

The village has no samang.
There are four nyae' nyu groups,
every one with a piu ngau and a ta' na8 :
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I. yong khr5ng labau.

This first ritual house of the
village belonging to the family
of the headman Pud Tanon,
in a thicket upon the hill, is
totally rotten (Fig. 7.).

2. yong khr3ng Ia' mue'
3. yong dro'
4. yong mumbe'

for:

1 house

for : 8 houses
for : 2 houses
for: 1 house

Only 12 houses have a uyoe' nyu, the other 21 houses have none.
There are two broken drums in the yong khr"5ng labfiu, otherwise there is
only a gong. This vilLage also has no sagang.
They offer a female pig to the phi gum in the sacred grove (Thai :
dong gam, limmlJ ) before cutting the rice. On the evening of this day
everything is prepared for the sacrifice to the phi sabaig on the following
morning. A male and a female pig are offered by all nyoe' nyu groups
once yearly on the same day, and small pieces of pork are put on the dyong
sabaig close to the nyoe' nyu.
Here a word must be said about the sacred groves. Kunstadter
( 1969 B, 5) has remarked : "Occasional patches of uncut forests ... remain
around Lua' village sites, and in forests preserved as homes for
spirits." And for B.Pa Pae ( 1970, 2): "a sacred forest remains uncut
on the two closest hillsides". Indeed, probably all villages (together with
B.B3 Luang) have near them such a sacred grove where felling trees and
shooting birds are prohibited. At B. Den a row started when one of our
tour members unknowingly retreated into their unspoiled forest, and we
had to pay a fine of about 30.- Baht in kind.
Ban GJg Luang

There are no more samangs, and only two groups both with a j(iu
ngcLU and a ta' nog :
I. yong yiag, to which belongs the headman.

In the
totally ruined nyoe' nyu are two damaged
drums (Fig. 8).

for:

8 houses

2. yong khr<>' with only one drum; the other one "was
thrown into the jungle because it was
so loud that in :)mphai cups and plates
broke",

for: 12 houses

Fig. 7 The oldest ritual house of B.Kh:ing, y ong kh6ng labau, with its broken drums.

·' I

...

Fig. 8 The completely decayed ritual house y ong yi.ag with its drums at B.G:>g Luang.
of split bamboo to the right proves that offerings are still made there.

The small offering basket

Fig. 9

'·

Mueang Saengjlim , headman of B. G::>g Luang , close to the sagaug g um
fo r yang yiag.
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There are nyoe' nyu for 20 houses, but 36 houses have none.

.c

As in B.Kh3ng every group must yearly sacrifice two pi gs, a male
and a female one, to the nyae' nyu spirit phi sabaig.
About 200 m north of the village there is a glade with cross-roads
in the jungle. From there 100m W.S.W. into a sacred grove is a sagang
standing for the yang y'iag, and 100m from it to the N .E. another one
for the yang khr:J'. Both are called sagang gum serving for sacrifices to
the village spirit gum. They are about 1.80 m high with 20 em if;, cut
fiat on top, and incised above and farther down with three.rings each and
a simple lozenge pattern in between (Fig. 9).
Ban Pae'

In the lowest part of this samang village there are five nyae' nyu,
three of them in one line about 30 m long, standing rather close to each
other. There is a sagang standing obliquely in front of three of these
ritual houses (nos.2.-4.) for the sacrifice to their respective phi sabaig
(Fig. 10).
From E. to W. their names are:

1.
2.

yang mang glang t'ia (without sagang)
with sagang sabaig samang ra'
yang samang ra'
This yang is decayed, and
the drums are broken.

yang mong rang ra' with sagang mong rang ra'.
There is one drum.
with sagang y ong mambe
4. yang mombe
5. yang mang ra' oi
(wi thout sagang)
3.

for :

8 houses

for :

6 houses

for : 10 houses
for:
for:

9 houses
8 houses

41 houses have nyoe' nyu, but 19 houses have none.
To the phi sabaig all five groups must sacrifice pigs on the same
day in August wllen the rice starts to ripen. If only one rich group
were to sacrifice alone, the spirits of the other ones would be jealous
and punish their groups. The sacrificer of the animals must be from
the wife's side of the jau ngau. As everywhere skulls and lower jaws of
the immolated animals are kept on a shelf in the nyoe nyu, but we did
not see any.
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Fig. 10 The five ritual houses in the lower village of B.Pae '.
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Steep up in the sacred forest south of the village there is yet another
sacrificial place with sagangs for the village spirit gum. Of this we shall
speak on a later occasion.
Ban La'ang Nuea

There are two nyoe' nyu:
l.

yong rang Ia' haung, about 200 m outside the western entrance of the
village. Its measurements are 6 x 5 m, the door
is on the right front.
(la' haung < hlaung =high, Rangsit 1942/45,705.)

2.

yuong rna/ring, very small and decayed down at the eastern village
entrance. It is for two families from B.Sam.

._ ,

There are no drums but two gongs are kept in the house of the
female jau ngau, Nang Piang.
In front of the nyoe' nyu there is a post about 1.20 m high, the
sagang sabaig, flanked by two smaller ones, the ngzu. Here the ng'iu are said
not to be guardians but sacred posts which are parts of the sabaig. An
altar, yung sabaig (dyong elsewhere) is erected from forked branches
between which plates of bamboo weaving, 12 x 10 em, are fixed for
depositing the offerings (Fig. 11 ). Yearly at the beginning of December,
they said "on a Tuesday", a male pig is offered to the sabaig or nyoe' nyu
spirit. The headman, in his capac ity as ta' nog, gets half of the head at
all the sacrifices. The blood is smeared on the two ngiu.
There is no high sagang in this village.
B(m La'(mg Tai

l.

Of three nyoe' nyu (here again called lad) the two oldest ones are:
yong samang praem, it measures only 3 x 2.5 m
for: 1 house
and has a ng'iu with two posts
at its sides called yong (dyong)
sabaig.
The samang Na i La'mu is at
the same time jau ngau and
ta' nog.
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2.

yang khr:J',

also only 3 x 2.5 m.

for :

2 houses

3.

yang moit,

When more families joined
the village a third nyoe' nyu
had to be built, a bit bigger
than the old ones; it is situated
behind a sugar cane garden.
On a board are lying two
broken drums, the one to
the left from the Karen. In
front of this ritual house
three posts (s.above) are put
up. The headman Leng is
ta'nog for it.

for :

6 houses

Once yearly after harvest three chickens (two cocks and one hen)
are offered to the phi sabaig, two of them outside the nyoe' nyu, and one
inside. Their blood is smeared on the posts.

Ban Dong
This big village without samang has only one nyoe' nyu on the
western ridge of the village, 100m from the houses below. It is very
spacious and on exceptionally high posts. On the left side a ladder of
five rungs leads to the door. Inside are four drums, which is an unusual
feature.
Directly in front of the nyoe' nyu, on its northern side, there
are two ngzu, one about 1.20 m high and the other about I m. 10m
farther to the north there are three high sagangs standing in a narrow
cluster. Their upper part is carved similarly to those of the southern
Lawa (Umphai group). Two of them have a height of about 3 m, one
standing close before them is about 30 em lower. They are called
sabaig ta'yuang which the informant translated as: sagang of the village.
At these three sagangs a buffalo bull and a redbrown bull are sacrificed at
the appointment of a new headman. The informant, Nai Gaeo, 50
years old, has seen this ceremony only twice, the oldest man in the
village only thrice: the first time for headman Nai Som, the second time
for headman Nai Nun, and the third time for the present headman Nai

"·
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Fig. 11
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The ritual bouse yuong 1·ang la'lzaung at B.La'ang Nuea, seen from S. W.
two ngiu; to the left of them the rest of the altar y ung sabaig.

In front the sa g ang sabaig with its
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Buntha . The sacrificial a nimals are tethered to the triple sagang, and
the head man selects t wo men to kill them with spears. The meat is
cooked in the nyoe' nyu. It is a big offering festival at which 1000
people or more from other villages will assis t. The inhabitants of B.Dong
pay for the costs.
There is no more sagang for the phi gum (village spirit). The old
one has broken down, and people say "they have no time to make a new
one", in reality they are afraid of the very high costs. Still, they sacrifice
a large pig to the phi gum after harvest at the northern village entrance.
At the two ng'iu, in the fourth month (about February), before cutting
the new field, two pigs are sacri ficed to the forest spirit (Thai: phi pa ~~1)
of the new swidden. They are killed below, cooked in the nyoe' nyu, and
the offering is put on the two ng'iu.
I would just like to m ention the somewhat strange behaviour of the
old men of the village who refused to give any explanation of rites without
permiss ion from the headma n who was temporarily absent.

..

Ban La'ub
The villa ge is divided into four groups:

1. yuang nz:Jid This oldest nyoe' nyu belongs to the samang.

Here there

are three subgroups
1. samang
2. yuang mJid (mJi', mJig)
3. yuang he (at fir st only (or
two, but now for six families)

for: 28 houses

The j au ngau of these three
subgroups is Nai Log, a samang.
2.

yuang taepl"Jng

The piu ngau is Nai Samii.

3.

yua11g la'm'iang

4.

yuang Phra' Yesu (Chri stians) , without nyoe' nyu

for:

3 houses

for : 16 houses
12 houses

47 families are within nyoe' nyu groups, the 12 Christian ones of course
are not.
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Yuang He was once situated near the big Karen village B.Mae
Sagwa . Some people departed from custom and the spirits punished
them. All died with the exception of two families who took refuge in
B.La'ub. They wanted to join a group but all but the samang refused .
If anyone, Lawa or others, wants to live in La'ub, he must join a group,
but only the samangs will accept them , though the immigrants never can
be samang. And only the samangs can sacrifice to certain spirits. The
new-comers have a special place to offer their sacrifices to these samang
spirits; one of these is said to be called ta'naid (sky spirit).
The nyoe' nyu of the three traditional groups, 5 x 4 m on wooden
posts 60 em high (of which four rows are parallel to the narrow side,
and three rows lengthwise), are built around a plaza (Fig. 12).
The
impressive appearance of earlier times (Obayashi 1964, Fig. 1) has been
much spoilt by a new banana and vegetable garden. There are no big
drums, but only one small drum and four gongs which are beaten
exclusively at ceremonies. In the centre of the narrow wall far from
the door a spirit altar is fixed to the post; it consists of forked
sticks which sustain a platform, 20 x 18 em or 25 x 20 em, made of four
bamboo laths loosely connected with each other at distances of 2 em
by a bamboo thread. Through the length of the house, boards are laid
on girders for depositing skulls and jaws of sacrificial animals over the
spirit altar.
About 1 m in front of each nyoe'nyu a ngiu, called also sabaid, about
1.60 m high, is standing. To the nyoe' nyu spirit sabaid, in the ninth month,
after harvest, a pig is sacrificed by each of the three groups and the
offering is laid down on the ngiu. This sacrifice must b.e performed on
the same day, first in the morning by the samangs at the yuarzg m:Jid, then
at intervals at the yuang (aep/5ng and the yuang la' rnzang. Every group
has its own jau ngau and ta'nog.
6, 7, and 12 m from its respective ritual house are erected the
massive single sagang posts, 3.40-3.50 m high with about 20 em¢. They
have a point in the form of a short pyramid with three upward incisions on
each of its sides. From a point 40-60 em below the top, the post is incised
over a length of 15-20 em, and in this incision three rows of thick square
knobs 1 about 2 x 2 em, are chiselled out 2-3 em high. The upper form of
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Fig. 12 B.La' ub: The three ritual houses wit h sagang and ngi u.
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these posts induced Obayashi (1964, Fig. 11) to call them phallic; our
informants however declined this idea sharply, a nd I myself ca nnot see
anything phallic in the Lawa culture.
The o wner of all three nyoe' nyu wit h their sagang Ia' is the village
spirit ta'yuang (Thai : phi
aga in st fire and bandit s.

mu ban,

~~~~ul\1 ) said to protec t the hou ses

The b ig bu t rare sacrifices of bovidae to this spiri t are execu ted at
th e same time a t all three sagangs. The whole set-up is sa id to be a very
old custom wh ich has not hing to do with the practices of any other vi llage.
Ba11 Pa Pai!

The ritua l house at the northern entrance of the village's eastern
h alf, where we passed a night in 1964, wa s then rather decayed. There
were no drums, no spirit al tar, n o buffalo skulls, and no pos ts in front
of it.
In the western village quarter across the rivulet, newer than the
eastern one and, as a samong section immigrated from B.Changm5 N3i,
there is a small ritual house without drums and buffalo skulls which, as
they said, "had been lost". 2m in front of its entrance is a post 1.40 m
high, perhaps a kind of ngzu. We were told by our informant Na i Bun La
that at this post a red bull is sacrificed if a house burns down. Not much
farthe r on the only sagang of B.Pa Pae is erected (Obayash i 1964, Fig. 10)
which is said to have been bro ught down from B.Cha ngm:J N3i. It is
about 3.50 m high, and close to its sides are stuck t wo small posts serving
as reinforcements without any other significance. This sagang is h ighly
in teresting for its special style of carving which differs greatly from the
actual style at B.Cbangm3 N5i . We shall look in to this problem later
under "Art ".
Fina l Rema:-ks

In concluding this section it is to be noted that the nyoe' nyu spirit,
so prominent with the northern Lawa, generally is called saba ig (B.G:Jg
N5i : sambaig or sombaig, B.La'ub: sabaid) . It is clear that this name is
identical withpi-sapait, the designation of SteinmannjRangsit (1 939, 167 )
for the great village spirit in the Umphai group. In many nor thern
vi llages the vill age spirit is called gum, not iden tical with the nyoe' nyu
sp ir it sabaig.
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Similarly, their ta-yuang or 'village grandfather' of the Umphai
group, never mentioned in the north, reappears in B.Dong and B.La'ub
as the great village spirit.
What we found in these t wo villages and in the northern ones
is certainly at variance to some degree with the statements of Steinmann /
Rangsit for the Umphai group. Even if we take into account that there
are great differences between the La wa villages, especially between the
southern and northern ones, we cannot deny that much clarification is
still needed.
A special item is the question of the pos ts in fron t of a nyoe' nyu
accompanied by two smaller posts, now called 'sabaig with guardians'
(B.Sam), now 'sagang sabaig with two ngiu' (B. La 'a ng N uea and B.La'ang
Tai). Significantly B.Sam is a close neighbour of the two La'ang villages.
In B.Pae' there is still another device: they have sagangs for the nyoe
nyu spirit sabaig as well as, in another village quarter, for the village
spirit gum.
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